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introduction

In the fall of 1970, staff members associated with Program 20 of
the Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration

launched a series of case studies of schools attempting to implement
a particular type of educational innovationdifferentiated staffing
(DS). The general intent of these studies was to identify salient
forces within the school that facilitate or inhibit the implementation
process.

As these case studies were going on, members of the research
staff began to develop systematic measures of a number of variables
that would be essential to tap in the more extensive studies to which
the exploratory investigations were expected to lead.* Prime em-
phasis was given to measures suitable for use in elementary schools,
inasmuch as Program 20 plans called for a concentrati-n of re-
search at that level in the immediate future. With certain modifica-
tions, however, the questionnaire instruments that resulted from this

* Roland J. Pellegrin collaborated closely with the author in developing the
measures, and we were assisted by William R. Horstman and Keith F. Smith.
Horstman and the author assumed responsibility for conducting the analysis of
data.
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work were usable at the secondary level as well. In the spring of
1971, a provisional form of the instrument was field tested in an
elementary school, revised by the research staff, and then admin-
istered again to teachers in three of the schools involved in the
differentiated staffing case studiesone elementary school, one
intermediate school, and one high schoolall in what we have
called the Overland School District. (At about thesame time, and in
connection with an entirely different study, the instrument was ad-
ministered to an additional nine elementary and secondary schools
in Oregon.)

This report focuses on the results of questionnaire administration
in the elementary school of the DS study. A fortuitous circumstance
permitted the research staff to collect teacher responses to the instru-
ment in a second elementary school of the Overland District that
was not implicated in the district's differentiated staffing project
a conventional school of similar size and student clientele. The
report, then, compares teacher responses to the instrument in the
"experimental" and "control" schools obtained in May, 1971
near the end of the first year of implementation efforts in the "ex-
perimental" school.

We have two purposes for reporting the comparisons at this time.
First, the comparative framework is a convenient vehicle for making
available to the research and development community, the fruits of
our work in developing measures of a school's instructional organi-
zation and related matters. The measures are sociologically slanted
and are uncommon insofar as the normal run of educational research
is concerned, although they are by no means new measures. The
report provides the occasion for describing them in detail, for indi-
cating the rationale that lay behind them, and for illustrating the
modes of analysis to which they lend themselves. In this way, we
hope that other investigators will have sufficient information on
which to base work leading to their further improvement.*

Second, we believe the comparisons have substantive interest in

*While the body of the report describes question wording, alternatives, and
response format for most of the measure, the full questionnaire (elementary
form) is reproduced in Appendix D.
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themselves. Here was one elementary school that, for a full school
year, had been the target of well-financed efforts to implement a
major innovation; here was a neighboring s: pool that had followed
its natural course during the year, without the intervention of a
formal program for change. In what respects, if any, did they differ
at the end of the year?

The questionnaire data assembled by the CASEA researchers
were designed to supplement information obtained by participant
observers in the case-study schools and, in this respect, they were
not expected to stand entirely by themselves. The tabular summaries
and statistical comparisons emphasize descriptions of the situation
prevailing at the end of the school year. How the situation came to be
that way, why the situation did or did not differ in the "experimen-
tal" school, and what the problems and processes of innovation
were during the implementation phasethese are issues addressed
by the case studies and not by the present report.* Only in limited
ways do the questionnaire data move beyond description and toward
diagnosis.

* For a review of the major findings of the series of case studies, see W. W.
Charters, Jr., and Roland J. Pellegrin, "Barriers to the Innovation Process:
Four Case Studies of Differentiated Staffing," Educational Administration
QtuuterlY, 1972, 9, 3-14. A more detailed account, including a description of the
"experimental" school on which this report focuses, is presented in W. W.
Charters, Jr. et al., Process of Planned Change in the School's Instructional
Organization, Eugene, Oregon: Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, 1973.
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CHAPTER I

Two Elementary Schools

And Their Measurement

Efstutt Elementary School was one of three schools in the Over-
land School District choosing to participate in the district's fed-

erally-funded differentiated staffing project. The 0-crland district
serves a rapidly growing satellite city in the Northwest and is noted
for being among the leaders in educational innovation. The other
two schools in the DS project of the district were an intermediate
school and a senior high school. After a year or more of preparation
and planning, the staffs of all three schools began, in the fall of 1970,
implementing a differentiated staffing program.

With the full cooperation of Overland school officials, the re-
search staff of Program 20 of the University of Oregon's Center for
the Advanced Study of Educational Administration (CASEA)
stationed a participant observer in each of the schools to make
a year-long study of the implementation process.* Eight months .

*A full report of the Efstutt observer is in preparation: John E. Jo\es, An
Elementary School Under Conditions of Planned Change, Doctoral dissertation,
Syracuse University, 1973. For a brief description see Jones' paper by thy" same
title in W. W. Charters, Jr., et al., Process of Planned Change in theAchool's
Instructional Organization, 1973.
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later, in May of 1971, a questionnaire instrument that had been
under development by the research staff during this period was
administered to the teaching faculties of the three schools and, in
addition, to the faculty of another elementary school in the Overland
district not involved in the DS project.

The attention of the present report is on a comparison of the
questionnaire results for the two elementary schools. This chapter
briefly examines Efstutt's DS plan, describes Efstutt's similarities
to the "control" school (which we will call Gordon Elementary
School), and discusses the measures that were employed. At the
chapter's end we will indicate the order in which the results will be
treated in the remainder of the report.

DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING IN EFSTUTT

As the term is generally understood, differentiated staffing refers
to a novel mode of organizing the school's basic work c,oerations.
The instructional unit no longer is viewed as a single teacher and
thirty or forty students bound together in a .classroom, but rather as
an "instructional team" consisting of a number of adults who jointly
plan and conduct instruction for a much larger group of students.
The teaching role itself is broken into smaller, more manageable
jobs to which staff members can be assigned in terms of their particu-
lar interests, competencies, and training. DS implies the use of a
wide array of talent to augment the instructional program, irrespec-
tive of credentialing status, including aides, interns, technicians,
curriculum specialists, outside resource people, and the like. It calls
for a differentiation of salaries and wages according to the level of
responsibility and skill required of the positions.

In particular, the staffing plan developed by the Efstutt faculty
called for employing a large.contingent of sub-professional "teacher
assistants" in the school (as replacements for the half-a-dozen or so
certified grade-level teachers who were resigning or transfering to
other schools in the district), incorporating a number of student
teachers and interns in the instructional staff, forming the profes-
sional staff into what were to be called. instructional teams and cur-.
riculum teams, appointing leaders of the teams who were to be paid
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a sum in addition to their regular salaries, and establishing a high-
le-vel professional position (instructional coordinator) to work with
the teams and to serve in a quasi-administrative capacity under the
principal.

During the preceding spring the Efstutt faculty had prepared
job descriptions for most of the newly-established (as well as old)
positions and had worked out organization charts showing lines of
authority and responsibility for school operations. While the docu-
ments were not fully explicit on the point, instructional teams were
regarded as replacing the classroom as the basic operating unit for
instruction. Curriculum teams were regarded more on the order of
"staff" units supporting the instructional teams, primarily in cur-
riculum development and the assemblage and preparation of instruc-
tional materials.

Teachers were assigned to the instructional teams by pairs of
grade levels. Thus, the four teachers of the first and second grades
constituted one instructional team, the four third- and fourth-grade
teachers another, and the five fifth- and sixth-grade teachers a third.
Each had a team leader who was paid a $350 salary differential
abcve his base rate. (Instructional teams had existed on a less formal
basis in Efstutt in previous years and without paid leaders.)

In addition, the Efstutt staff was grouped into four cross-cutting
curriculum teams ( in science, language arts, social studies, acid
math) with the membership so constituted that each instructional
team had at least one representative on each of the curriculum teams.
Curriculum team "coordinators," or leaders, were paid a $1,000
increment above their scheduled salary. In all, six of the 16 Efstutt
teachers were leaders of either instructional or curriculum teams;
one teacher was a leader of both.

These, then, constituted the main features of Efstutt's staffing
plan. A few other less central changes were to be instituted as well.
Shortly, we will be more specific about the plan when we give com-
parative information for the Efstutt and Gordon staffs.

It should be noted that most of the features we have just described
represent structural changes in the school's organizationi.e., fea-
tures that can be altered administralively or by proclamation. They
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could he (and were) instituted on the beginning day of school. Thus,
when Efstutt opened its doors in the fall, the new positions had been
filled, teachers had been assigned to teams, leaders appointed, salary
contracts adjusted, and the organization charts and job descriptions
were declared as being "in effect." The skeleton of a differentiated
staffing program had been established.

As the Program 20 researchers conceived it, the crucial phase of
implementation still lay ahead: the behavioral changes in the Efstutt
staff. How would the skeleton be fleshed out, so to speak, in the en-
suing months? It was the behavioral aspects of instructional organi-
zation that the researchers regarded as especially problematic and
which they sought to measure through their instruments. During the
course of the :.eaf would instructional teams come to function as
teams, would team leaders lead, teacher assistants assist, and so on?
More generally, would the staff Members in fact alter their styles of
work performance, their role behavior, and their modes of relation-
ship so as to accord with the vision of a differentially staffed instruc-
tional program, or would the program exist only in skeletal form?

COMPARISON WITH GORDON SCHOOL

A second elementary school in the Overland district, Gordon
school, served as a comparison for the questionnaire data obtained
in Efstutt.* Gordon operated a traditional, self-contained-classroom
program and was not a participant in the district's DS project, nor
did it have any special programs for developing the range of edu-
cational goals which Efstutt's DS participation was intended to

* Choice of the Gordon school was the result of a fortuitous circumstance.
Program 20 researchers had learned that a doctoral study was under way in
Efstutt, conducted independently of the CASEA investigation, that would compare
achievement gains on fifth- and sixth-grade students under a ...Terentiated staff-
ing and a traditional program. Since the investigator had selected Gordon as the
traditional school on the grounds of its comparability with Efstutt, the Program
20 researchers arranged to administer the teacher questionnaires there as well.
For further details regarding the similarity between the Efstutt and Gordon
schools. see Richard D. Pedee, The Relative Effects of Differentiated Staffing
on Elementary School Student Achievement in [Overland] Public Schools,
Doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon, 1971. [Name of district in title has
been changed to preserve anonymity.Author.]
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accomplish. Otherwise, the two schools were highly similar. Both
were six-year graded schools (without kindergartens) serving pri-
marily middle-income neighborhoods. Both followed the standard
curriculum of the district, and their formal administrative con-
nections with the school system's central office were identical.
Efstutt's enrollment of 480 students was nearly the same as Gordon's
at 500.

Efstutt was the newer of the two schools. A greatly enlarged,
modern building had been constructed about three years earlier on
the site of an old building and was designed on an open-space plan
to accommodate team teaching. The Gordon building was consider-
ably older and built in the conventional, walled-classroom design.
The schools, however, were comparable with respect to instructional
media, library provisions, and other facilities.

By virtue of the recent expansion of Efstutt's physical plant, near-
ly all of the teachers had taught in the school less than four years. At
the same time, Efstutt had only one first-year teacher; well over half
of the staff had arrived at the time of the expansion and were cur-
rently in their third year at the school. The situation at Gordon was
different in this respect. Gordon had a rather large number of new-
comers to the staff (seven of the 21 teachers were in their first year)
and another large group who had been with the school for some time
(seven had been in the school five years and more; three "old-
timers" had been at Gordon at least 15 . ars). The staffs also
differed in total amount of teaching experience: Efstutt teachers as
a group were less experienced (median= four years) than those at
Gordon (median= seven years). They were essentially alike, how-
ever, with regard to the level of formal training.

The structural changes introduced in Efstutt in the fall of 1970
did not alter certain of the fundamental similarities between the two
schools in the pattern of staff assignments. In a few respects, the
changes,made the schools more alike. As regards the gross division
of instructional labor, the bulk of the teachers in both schools were
assigned a class of students at a given grade level (grades one
through six) and were formally responsible for instructing the class
in all areas of the curriculum except music and physical education.
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Classes within grade levels were formed heterogeneously. Both
schools had full-time teachers of music and of physical education
who taught their respective subjects to grade-level classes on a regu-
lar schedule.

In Efstutt, however, the DS program had provided for the addition
of a half-time music teacher to work with the full-time teacher. The
plan to add another subject-matter teacher to Efstutt's staff in art
was not fully consummated during the year. A well-qualified but
non-certificated art instructor (given the title of art coordinator) had,
indeed, been brought on the staff and had assumed responsibility
for at least some of the classroom instruction in the area, but he left
in the middle of the year and was not replaced.

In addition to the grade-level and subject teachers, both schools
incorporated student teachers in their staffs from nearby training
institutionsEfstutt had five, Gordon seven, in the spring quarter
of 1971but the Efstutt staff also included one half-time intern
teacher. Both Efstutt and Gordon had an instructional materials
center (IMC) coordinator and a full-time reading specialist as part
of their professional staffs. The latter position was added to Efstutt
under the DS program, but it had the effect of making the two schools
equivalent in this respect. As an outgrowth of an earlier federal
program, Efstutt also had the services of a full-time counselor.*

Both schools, of course, had a building principal. Efstutt's DS
plan, however, created a new position of instructional coordinator,

*'Throughout the report we will use instructional staff to refer to certified
personnel who are assigned to teach classes of students on a regularly scheduled
basis (including, in Efstutt and Gordon, grade-level teachers and the subject-
.area teachers of music and physical education), thus distinguishing them from
support specialists, also certificated, who do not have a regularly scheduled
responsibility for a class of students. The latter group, consisting of such per-
sonnel as librarians, curriculum specialists, counselors, and reading specialists,
stand in varying relationships to the instructional programsome providing
specialized services to students, some providing specialized assistance to the
instructional staffbut all share the characteristic of depending on others to
use the services they offer and thereby justify their position. Although our
distinction is not a common one, we find it useful in view of the implications it
carries regarding the difficulties personnel in new positions encounter in working
out a role for themselves in the school organization.
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which was depicted in the organization chart as directly subordinate
to the principal (but not clearly superordinate to the instructional
staff). According to the job description, the instructional coordinator
was responsible for staff development programs, coordination of
instructional and curriculum teams, time schedules in the building,
the training and supervision of non-certificated personi-A, school-
comniunity liaison, administrative duties in the principal's absence,
and other items. Thus time -fusition was quasi-administrative in char-
acter, not totally dissimilar to the familiar position of the vice-prin-
cipalship in the elementary schiol.

Efstutt's engagement of a cadre of paraprofessionals under its
DS program, like the creation of the instructional coordinator
position, marked a major structural difference between Efstutt and
Gordon. While both schools had a secretarial aide, as well as a sec-
retary, in the school office, Efstutt provided each instructional team
with part-time clerical services (two hours daily) and four "teacher
assistants" (four to five hours daily), nearly one per grade-level
teacher. There were no corresponding positions affording direct
assistance to teachers in the Gordon school.

By virtue of the trade-off adopted by the Efstutt faculty between
paraprofessionals and certified teachers, the size of the instructional
staff was substantially smaller in Efstutt than in Gordon. Specifi-
cally, Efstutt had 13 grade-level teachers and 2.5 subject-area
teachers (considering the half-time music instructor) and Gordon
had 19 grade-level and two subject-area teachers. As a result, grade-
level classes aver- ged 37 students at Efstutt and just over 26 stu-
dents at Gordon. The smaller size of the instructional staff meant,
too, that a higher proportion of Efstutt teachers was involved in the
supervision of student teachers.

The job descriptions prepared by the Efstutt faculty had drawn
a distinction between two categories of certificated teachers: "in-
structors" and "associate instructors." The latter were to be first-
year teachers, and each instructional team was to have no more than
one. No salary differential was specified between the categories
other than that already provided by the standard salary schedule
for the district. While three of the newer grade-teachers were desig-
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nated "associate instructors" (only one of whom was a first-year
teacher), in point of fact, according to the case-study investigator,
the distinction was not recognized in practice during the first year
either by teachers or by the principal.

The personnel listings in Table 1 summarize staff assignments in
the two schools. The numbers represent people, not full-time equiva-
lencies. Since a few of the paraprofessionals served in dual capaci-
ties, the numbers do not precisely reflect the services provided. Also,

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF EMPLOYED PERSONNEL IN
EFSTUTT AND GORDON SCHOOLS, BY POSITION*

Position
Principal

Efstutt
School

1

Gordon
School

Office secretary, aide 2 2
Instructional coordinator 1

Grade level teacher
Team leader (instructional or curriculum) 6
Other grade-level teacher 7 19

Subject teacher
Music 2 1
Physical education 1 1
Art coordinator] 1

Trainee
Intern 1
Student teacher 5 7

Paraprofessional
Teacher assistant 11
Clerical aide 2

Support Specialist
Reading 1 1
Instructional materials center coordinator 1 1
Counselor 1

Total 43 33

* Numbers refer to individuals. Some positions were less than full-time.
t Noncertificated. Left staff in middle of year.
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while the art coordinator is listed in the table, he was not in Efstutt
at the end of the school year. The totals show that Efstutt's staff was
about 30 percrnt larger than Gordon's. Also, while the Gordon
school had eight distinct categories of staff position, Efstutt was the
more differentiated of the schools, with 15 staff categories.*

MEASUREMENT

A questionnaire instrument was administered to members of the
instructional staffs in the two schools during specially scheduled
faculty meetings late in May 1971. Only certificated staff members
who had regularly assigned instructional contact with students were
asked to complete the questionnaire. (Although a few additional
staff members inadvertently were included in the testing sessions,
their responses have not been tallied for the present report.) All
eligible members in both schools, except the half-time music teacher
in Efstutt, furnished responses, yielding a total of 15 returns in
Efstutt, 21 in Gordon. They were broken down as follows:

E /stutt Gordon
Grade-level teachers 13 19
Subject-area teachers

(music, phys. ed.) 2 2

Total 15 21

Completion of the questionnaire required from 35 minutes to one
hour and 15 minutes, with a modal time of approximately 45 min-
utes. Teacher responses were not anonymous, since little in the
instrument could be regarded as of a sensitive nature. Nevertheless,
teachers were assured that their returns would be treated confiden-
tially by the research staff. An effort has been made in this report
to present data in such a manner that the responses of individuals
cannot readily be identified. '

In developing measures for inclusion in the questionnaire, the
main emphasis of the research staff was in descriptions of the work

* Excluding the inoperative distinction between associate instructors and
instructors.
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system of the schooli.e., the manner in which teachers or other
instructional agents apply their energies individually and collec-
tively to accomplish the school's primary mission of instructing
students.* More simply, we were concerned with measuring who does
what, how, and with whom to get the teaching job done. It is in these
regards, of course, that an operating DS program is supposed to
alter a school. With the emphasis on the work system, the measure-
ment procedures departed from the more usual concerns in studies
of innovative programs, in which attention focuses heavily on the
program, s effects on students and their learning. The present investi-
gators collected no information from or about students, except in-
directly as they were the targets of teachers' work activities. Our
contention is that one must be able to establish the existence of an
innovative program before its effects on students reasonably can he
assessed. Since the methodology for measuring the school's work
system has not been systematically cultivated in the past, the empha-
sis of the research did not seem to be amiss.

Moreover, our interest was in measuring the behavioral, as dis-
tinct from the structural, aspects of the work system. It is usually
easy to detect structural changes in a schoolnewly created posi-
tions, revised job titles, reivritten job descriptions, new or reorga-
nized departments, committees, and so onbut it is less easy to
document the alterations in role behavior and modes of interpersonal
relations which are supposed to accompany them. Yet it is the latter
that are the essence of planned change. If committees are formed
but never meet, if position titles are changed but incumbents perform
as usual, the change turns out to be hollow. This is not to say that
the structural changes are unimportant or that they are without
effect. Often they are necessary antecedents to behavioral change
within an organization, providing both the direction and legitirna-

* We use work system to mean the same thing socio;offiqs of organization
mean by "technical system" (Parsons), "production sub - system" (Katz and
Kahn) , or "socio.technical system" (Miller and Rice). See Talcott Parsons,
Structure and Process in Modern Societies, New York: Free Press, 1960; Daniel
Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organizations, New York:
Wiley, 1966; E. J. Miller and A. R. Rice, Systems of Organization: The Control
o Task and Sentiment Boundaries, New York: Tavistock Publications, 1967.
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tion for new behavior. In some instances, structural changes so alter
the immediate circumstances of task performance that behavioral
changes are nearly inescapable, whether of the sort anticipated in
the planning or of a different sort.

Thus, the methodological interests in measure development cen-
tered ori-describing what people in the school do and how thry relate
to one another as they carry out the instructional functions. We
wanted to measure the behavioral changes which constitute the
school's work system, as they follow from the introduction of
structural changes and as they may (or may not) correspond to the
intentions of the planners.

Not all of the measures developed for the questionnaire, however,
were concerned purely with work-system description. One measure,
which sought to identify the meanings of staff members attached to
the term differentiated .stalfing, was included specifically for this
research project. The research associates who were stationed in the
schools felt that systematic information on teacher interpretations
of the concept would help them clarify issues emerging in their case
studies.*

Several other sets of questions measured teacher attitudes toward
their teaching job. These were included mainly for "try-out" pur-
poses in the belief that they would prove useful in later studies
(where data could be taken before implementation began) for ex-
plaining differences in particular patterns of behavioral change.
Still other parts of the questionnaire dealt with features of the
social and political order of the schoolsfeatures that were known
from previous studies to change concomitantly with changes in
instructional organization. While the latter features do not define
dr- , pool's work system, they are closely allied with it.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

We can be mere explicit about the measures that were used in the
study as we describe the order in which the results are disr-Issed in

* This measure and the problems associated with it are described in Appendix
C.
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the report. Chapter II discusses attitudinal characteristics of the
staffs, in particular their teaching goals and orientations to the teach-
er's role in the public school. Chapter III begins consideration of the
behavioral aspects of the work system, focusing on the teaching tasks
performed by individual ,,achers: the performance of non-instruc-
tional chores, individuz,,, aim of instruction, teacher specializa-
tion, and the instructional management role. Chapter IV continues
consideration of the work system, but now focuses on the relation-
ships of staff members with one anotherthe division of labor, task
interdependence, and staff communication.

In Chapter V we describe the results of our measures of the
decision-making machinery of the school, first in connection with
instructional decisions. The constraints on teachers as they make
instructional choices, discussed in the first part of the chapter, can
be considered a significant feature of the work system per se, but the
succeeding parts of the chapter deal with issues wider than instruc-
tion formal and informal mechanisms of staff evaluation, the dis-
tribution of staff influence in school-wide decisions, and the attribu-
tion of esteem to fellow staff members.

The final chapter, Chapter VI, constitates a summary of the
report. In the course of it, we will comment on the measure of the
meanings attached by staff members to the concept of differentiated
stalling. Three appendices to the report give further methodological
details on several of the measures. A fourth appendix contains the
complete questionnaire.

STATISTICAL CONIPAIIISONS

In the chapters to follow, the questionnaire data for each school
are ::mmarized in ways that are consistent with the descriptive
intent of the report and that are appropriate to the nature of the
measures employed. The data are not sufficiently abundant to sup-
port elaborate statistical treatment. Typically, teacher responses are
presented in frequency or percentage distributions, although where
scores can be derived from the measures, means are shown for each
school. Sometimes responses are aggregated over all members of
the instructional staffs (N=15 and 21 in Efstutt and Gordon, re-
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spectively), sometimes over grade-level teachers only (N=13 and
19), depending on the measure's relevance. In one or two places,
individual responses of teachers are displayed on certain items to
illustrate or reveal particular patterns of relationship.

Formal tests of statistical significance are not employed in this
report. It would be inappropriate, if not misleading, to do so. Since
the comparisons are based on so few cases, only very large differ-
ences in teacher responses could reach significance at the .10 level,
or still larger ones at the more stringent .05 level. Exclusive
reliance on formal tests would "stack the deck" against finding
differences between the two schools at year's end. In statistical
language, the risks of a Type II error would be substantial.

it the same time, a great number of tests would have to be run,
posing the opposite danger that significant differences would be
generated on the basis of chance alone. Indeed, ten percent of the
tests could be expected to reach the .10 criterion of significance
even though no true difference existed between the schools. For some
of the measures and analyses in the report, standard significance
tests cannot be applied without seriously violating their assump-
tions. Far more complex procedures would have to be developeda
task whose execution would lend a level of precision unwarranted
by the present data or by the purposes of the monograph.

The approach we have used is an informal one, relying on patterns
and consistencies that can be observed in the data rather than on
discrete tests. At various pOints we invoke "rule of thumb" judg-
ments regarding how much of a difference in a particular measure
of the two schools can be regarded as noteworthyjudgments that
are based on our knowledge of the character of the measurement
procedure and its potential errors, the performance of the measure
in other analyses riot reported here, and, of course, the observed or
estimated variance in score distributions. The informal approach
is congruent with the illustrative purposes of our report and the post-
/ actum nature of the school comparisons.



CHAPTER II

Teaching Goals

And Teacher Role Orientation

The first comparison between the Efstutt and Gordon schools we
will report is with regard to two personalistic attributes of mem-

bers of the respective instructional staffs the teaching objectives
they profess to hold for themselves and their general orientations
to the role of the teacher in the organizational setting of the public
school.

These variables, unlike those to be described in succeeding chap-
ters of the report, were not expected to change as a consequence of
participation in a DS program. They represent relatively enduring
attributes of teachers which, we assume, change only gradually
through the years and, in any event, were not direct targets of the
change effort in Efstutt's DS program. They were included among
our measures for a different purpose. We entertained the view that
DS implementation is more likely to prosper among teachers who
hold particular conceptions of the teacher's role or who agree on
instructional objectives than among teachers with different role
conceptions or who disagree on objectives. Hence, the measures were
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devised to tap antecendents of DS implementation rather than conse-
quences. They are put to use analytically in this chapter as a means
of understanding the progress of implementation (or, better, the
lack of it) in the DS school.*

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES OF EFSTUTT AND GORDON TEACHERS

It is generally acknowledged that an important basis of difference
among teachers is their views on the obje(:tives to b-. sought through
instruction. It is a difference that can give rise to severe interpersonal
strains as teachers work side by side and especially as they seek to
cooperate with one another on instructional matters.

To assess the kinds of objectives teachers held for themselves, an
item was drawn from an earlier CASEA instrument, modified
slightly, and included in the teacher questionnaire:

As a teacher you have certain primary instructional objectives
or goals you wish to attain. At the same time, you must establish
priorities among these objectives.

Listed below are several instructional objectives. Please read
through the entire list, and then check those three objectives to
which you give the highest relative importance, priority, or
emphasis in your work.

Following the question were 13 objectives listed in Table 2 (al-
though they did not appear in that order in the questionnaire).

Comparison of the two staffs. With the exception of one objective,
no important differences appeared between the Efstutt and Gordon
teaching staffs in the aggregate frequency with which the 13 objec-
tives were endorsed. As Table 2 shows, the majority of teachers in
both schools regarded "improving the self-image, or sell-worth, of
individual students" as a high priority objective. The other two most
frequently endorsed objectives concerned the teaching of "basic
skills and subject matter content" and giving students "individual

* Even though the attributes were measured in the spring of 1971, we ,treat
them as though they characterized the staff,:, at the outset of the school year. The
assumption involved is a reasonable caie and certainly consistent with the facts
we have uncovered, but we will have occasion to introduce a cautionary note
about it later.
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE, OF STAFF MEMBERS ASSIGNING HIGH PRIORITY TO

THIRTEEN INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

EFSTUTT AND GORDON SCHOOLS

Improving the self-image, or self-worth,

Percent
Efstutt Gordon

(N =15) (N=21) Difference

of individual students 60 56 4
Giving individual attention to students 53 43 10

Ensuring that students learn basic skills
and subject matter content 40 48 8

Helping students develop a good system of
values 40 24 16

Enriching the course of study or curriculum
for your students 27 24 3

Diagnosing learning problems of students 27 28 1

Encouraging creativity among students . 13 10 3

Maintaining an orderly environment for
learning 13 10 3

Experimenting with new teaching techniques 7 7

Coordinating classroom activities with
other parts of the school program 7 14 7

Helping individual students solve their
personal problems 7 7

Developing student ability in analytical
reasoning and problem-solving 7 38 31

Developing the aesthetic potential of
students 5 5

attention." (A difference of 1 than 20 percent in this table could
reasonably be due to measure unreliability.)

Gordon teachers, however, checked "developing student ability
in analytical reasoning and problem solving" considerably more
often than Efstutt teachers. We cannot account for the relative popu-
larity of this objective among the Gordon teachers (or its relative
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unpopularity in Efstutt*), but we can note that virtually all of the
Gordon teachers who endorsed it taught in the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades.

Apart from the "analytical reasoning objective" and, possibly,
a slightly heavier emphasis of the Efstutt staff on developing a
"system of values," the teaching goals of the two staffs were highly
similar. And the rank order of popularity of the goals is typical of
other elementary schools in which the question has been asked. it
would be difficult to argue, on the basis of these data, that the differ-
entiated staffing project was established in a school whose staff mem-
bers were fundamentally unique in their outlooks on the goals of
teaching.

We should comment, in passing, that teachers were also asked to
report the major barriers, or constraints, they faced in their schools
as they tried to achieve their teaching objectives. The most impor-
tant impediments in both schools, and, indeed, in all schools for
which we have data, were "lack of time" and "conflict with other
duties and objectives." Few or no teachers felt they were constrained
in pursuing their teaching goals by other parties in the environment
the principal, other teachers, parents, the central officeor by
school district policies. "Lack of physical facilities and space," a
prominent impediment reported in many elementary schools, in-
cluding the Gordon school,was not an issue in Efstutt, however.
With this minor exception, Efstutt and Gordon teachers were alike
in attributing their handicaps to the impersonal and ineluctable
circumstance of teaching: too much to do and not enough time in
which to do it.

Teacher agreement on goals. While the evidence presented above
indicates that the Efstutt and Gordon staffs were generally similar in
their views of instructional objectives, it does not bear on the more
intimate question of the degree of similarity within each school.

* That the endorsements were unusually low in Efstutt is suggested by the
relatively high popularity of the "analytical re soning" objective in other
elementary schools. For example, it was second in I iportance in the three control
schools studied by Pellegrin in Wisconsin. Sr;' Roland J. Pellegrin, "Some
Organizational Characteristics of Multi-unit Schools," Center for the Advanced.
Study of Educational Administration, Technical Report No. 7, 1970.
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Instructional teams had been decreed in the Efstutt school in the
expectation that such teams would promote collaborative activity
among their members. It seems reasonable to argue, however, that
the formation of teams would facilitate close collaboration only on
the condition that the members had reasonably homogeneous views
regarding the goals of instruction. If the teachers who were thrown
together by the organization of teams did not share a common of
instructional objectives, we might well expect that the emergence
of collaborative behavior would be inhibited.

How common were the instructional views of Efstutt's team mem-
bers? Was there greater agreement within each of Efstutt's three
teams than across the Efstutt staff as a whole?

A rough index of agreement was constructed by examining the
particular objectives checked by each pair of teachers in the school.
When the three choices of a pair were found to be identical, or
when two of the choices were the same, that pair was said to be "in
agreement." If a pair had no objectives or only one objective in
common, the teachers were considered not to share a common outlook
on instructional goals. The percentage of teacher-pairs "in agree-
ment" was the numerical base of the index.*

Overall, 28 pairs of Efstutt teachers were in agreement by this
criterionwhich amounts to 36 percent of the 78 possible pairings
among the Efstutt staff members. (Only four pairs agreed on all
three of their object:ves, a more stringent criterion of "agreement.")
The percentage of agreement among Gordon teachers as a whole
was only slightly less-33 percent.

* This index of agreement is unsatisfactory in several respects. For one thing,
we cannot say that the absence of agreement between two teachers indicates
active disagreement. Teachers respond to the items in terms of the relative
importance they give them, not in terms of their agreement or disagreement with
them.

The index also shows the agreement between the pairs of teachers on a team,
not among all teachers who constitute a team. It would be possible, for example,
for the three pairs of teachers on a three-teacher team (Pair A-B, B -C, A-C) all
to be "in agreement" on two of their three choices of objectives and hence show
a 100% agreement rate; but all three teachers may not happen to have ecdorsed
the same two objectives. Thus, our language is not entirely precise when we i;Ifer
to agreement within a team .
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Before we show the results concerning within-team agreement, we
must report an accidental finding that appeared during our inspec-
tions of the data. We were surprised to discover in Efstutt that agree-
ment was much greater among teachers of the intermediate grades
(fourth, fifth, and sixth) than among the primary teachers. Well
over half of the intermediate teacher-pairs were "in agreement" on
instructional objectives. We immediately examined the situation in
the Gordon school and found, again, that intermediate teachers
were in greater agreement than primary teachers. The difference
was not quite so strong, but it was still pronounced. These agreement
percentages are shown in the first two rows of Table 3.
;Why there was so little agreement, comparatively speaking, at

the primary level is not clear,* but if the reasoning underlying our
analysis is correct, the data suggest that instructional collaboration
would be harder to achieve in either school among primary teachers
than among intermediate teachers.

TABLE 3

AGREEMENT ON INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES
AMONG PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE GRADE TEACHERS

EFSTUTT AND GORDON SCHOOLS

Efstutt
Number Percent

of in

Gordon
Number Percent

of in
Teacher-Pair Pairs Agreement Pairs Agreement

Within primary grades (15) 27 (36) 31
Within intermediate grades (21) 61 (45) 51
Between primary and

intermediate grades (42) 26 (90) 13
Entire school (78) 36 (171) 33

* The difference in agreement rates could be an artifact of the objectives
listed in the questionnaire. Although casual inspection does not support it,
there could have been more objectives relevant to primary teaching than to
intermediate teaching included in the list, permitting the primary teachers to
disperse their choices more widely and thereby to show :ess agreement by our
criterion.
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The next table, Table 4, focuses directly on agreement among
teachers in the specific grade-groupings that, in Efstutt, formally
constituted instructional teams. These were grades one and two, three
and four, and five and six. '(For sake of comparison, Table 4 also
shows parallel calculations for Gordon teachers, although, of course,
they were not organized into teams.) The crucial figure in the table

TABLE 4

AGREEMENT ON INSTRUCTI2' AL OBJECTIVES
AMONG INSTRUCTIONAL MEMBERS

IN EFSTUTT AND COMPARABLE GROUPINGS IN GORDON

Efstutt Gordon
Number Percent Number Percent

of in of in
Teacher-Pair Pairs Agreement Pairs i 1 greenzent

Within team (or grouping) (22) 46 (51) 37
Across teams (or groupings) (56) 32 (120) . 29
Entire school (78) 36 (171) 32

shows that 46 percent of the 22 teacher-pairs on the same instruc-
tional team in Efstutt were "in agreement" on instructional objec-
tives, compared with a rate of 32 percent for the 56 across-team
pairs. Thus, the average within-team agreement in Efstutt is some-
what higher than that between teachers who did not happen to be
assigned to the same team; but still, less than hall of the team mem-
bers were in agreement on as many as two out of three instructional
objectives. Thus, the teachers on Efstutt's teams did not represent
especially "homogeneous groups" insofar as instructional goals
were concernedcertainly not as homogeneous as a figure of 65 to
75 percent would have indicated. The comparative data for Gordon
tell us that, had their teachers been formed into teams according to
the same procedure as in Efstutt, their homogeneity would have
been even lessan average of only 37 percent agreement among the
51 teacher-pairs.

The within-team agreement level, however, is an average for all
three teams in Efstutt and may obscure important differences from
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one team to the next, so in Table 5 we show the detailed, team-by-
.team agreement percentages, again with comparative data for the
Gordon teachers. The reader should note that the numbers of teacher..
pairs on which the percentages are based are extremely small and,
hence, unusually sensitive to measurement error. Nevertheless, the
figures suggest that Efstutt's third-fourth grade team was quite
homogeneous: two-thirds (67 percent) of the six pairs formed
among the four teachers were "in agreement" on the objectives.
There was somewhat less agreement in the fifth-sixth grade team
(50 percent) and virtually none (17 percent) in the first-second
grade team. The variability in agreement from "team" to "team"
was not so great in Gordon, possibly because of the larger number
of cases on which the percentages are based.

These results suggest that the prospects of realizing close collabo-
ration on instructional matters among Efstutt teachers would be
slight in one of the teamsthe first-second grade teambut con-
siderably brighter in the other two.

TABLE 5

AGREEMENT ON INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES WITHIN
EACH EFSTUTT TEAM AND COMPARABLE GROUPINGS IN GORDON

Efstutt
Number Percent

of in

Gordon
Number Percent

of in
Team or Grouping Pairs Agreement Pairs Agreement
1st -2nd grades (6) 17 (15) 40
3rd-4th grades (6) 67 (21) 24
5th-6th grades (10) 50 (15) 52

Interpretation of the findings must be tempered, however, by two
considerations. First, we cannot be certain that the moderately high
agreement in two of the teams was not the outgrowth, or consequence,
of the unit organization rather than an antecedent to it. If we regard
it as a consequence of team organization, it is still clear that team
formation alone is insufficient to assure teacher agreement on objec-
tives, as witness the 1-2 team.
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Second, we have assumed that teacher agreement on instructional
objectives and, in particular, the objectives as measured by our
instrument, is a prerequisite to collaboration. There is no way of
determining in the present study how essential such consensus is
(in comparison, say, with consensus on views regarding pupil disci-
pline and control) or, if it is essential, how high a level of agreement
is required for collaboration to occur.

Summary. The information teachers provided about their pre-
ferred instructional goals indicated that the Efstutt staff was sub-
stantially similar to the staff in the comparison school, Gordon.
Certainly, Efstutt teachers were not much more interested in indi-
vidualizing instruction (a major emphasis of the differentiated
staffing project) than Gordon teache-s nor were they any less inter-
ested in the conventional objectives of fnstruction (teaching basic
skills and subject matter) than the Gordon teachers. Both staffs saw
the principal barriers to goal achievement as involving too much to
do and riot enough time in which to do it. Teacher agreement on
instructional objectives, which can be regarded as a prerequisite to
collaborative behavior, appeared to be quite high in one of Efstutt's
instructional teams but outstandingly low in another. If the emer-
gence of true teaming behavior does, in fact, depend on consensus
concerning the goals to be taught, the teams as constituted in Efstutt
had markedly uneven prospects and in none was full consensus
indicated.

ORIENTATION TO THE TEACHER'S ROLE

A second personalistic variable measured in the study concerned
the orientations of teachers to the teacher',i role in the public s...1,00l.
In particular, questionnaire items sought to measure staff members'
inclinations to define the teacher's role as a "professional" or as an
"employee." This is a relevant variable inasmuch as differentiated
staffing, like many of the current staff utilization plans in education,
has been promoted as a way of enhancing professional responsibility
for instructional and curricular affairs of the school. DS seeks to
lodge important educational decisions in the collegial group, to
relieve trained teachers from routine chores that can be performed
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by less skilled individuals, to provide career lines that do not neces-
sarily lead out of the classroom, and so on. la short, DS caters to
educational personnel who define themselves as professionals rather
than as bureaucratic functionaries.

The scales. Abbreviated versions of two scales developed by
Corwin to pleasure the strength of teacher orientations to the profes-
sional and employee definitions of the teacher's role were included
in the questionnaire, consisting of four and six items, respectively.*
Details about the scales and their development are presented fully in
Appendix A.

An example of a professional orientation item is:

The ultimate authority over the major educational decisions should
be exercised by professional teachers.

And an item from the employee orientation scale:

Teachers should adjust their teaching to the administration's views
of good educational practice.

Teachers chose one of six responses to eL ch item ranging from
"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree," which, for scoring purposes,
were weighted from six to one. A teacher's score on the professional
orientation scale, then, was a simple sum of the weighted E lterna fives
over the scale's four items; similarly, his score, on the employee
orientation scale was a sum over :ix items. Numerically larger
scores, therefore, reflect stronger orientations to the particular role.

Although it world appear that the two kinds of role definition
would be logical opposites, Corwin found an essentially zero corre-
lation ( +.07) between the two measures in ins initial study and
kept them separate for his analyses. We have followed his precedent,
although with our abbreviated version, we found the expected nega-

* Ronald G. Corwin, The Development of an Instrument for Examining Staff
Conflicts in the Public Schools, L.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education, Cooperative Research Project No. 1934, 1963.
Also see Corwin's Staff Conflict; in the Public Schools, Cooperative Research
Project No. 2637, 1966.
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tive correlation ( .34) between the two scales when computed for
elementary and secondary teacher:, together.*

Comparison of the two stalls. The prime finding, in comparing the
role orientations of the two staffs, was that teachers in the Gordon
school, who were uninvolved in the DS .)roject, were higher in pro-
fessional orientation and lower in employee orientation than those
in Efstutt. The differences, however, are not pronounced. (See
Table 6.) It is noticeable, too, that in respect to scores on the em-
ployee orientation scale, the Efstutt staff was characterized by rather
marked heterogeneity. This is seen in the magnitude of the standard
deviations in Table 6,

TABLE 6

MEAN PROFESSIONAL AND EMPLOYEE ROLE ORIENTATION SCORES
EFSTUTT AND GORDON TEACHERS

Professional Orientation
(Number) Mean Score

Standard
Deviation

Efstutt teachers (15) 17.0 2.04
Gordon teachers (17f) 17.9 2.44

Employee Orientation
Efstutt teachers (15) 22.8 5.23
Gordon teachers (17f) 21.1 3.02

If DS can be said to be attractive to professionally oriented educa-
tors, these data suggest that there was no unusual advantage in
locating the project in Efstutt rather than in Gordon. If anything,
the project would have been more congenial to the Gordon teachers.

Orientations of Efstutt team leaders. What of he role orien-
tations of the Efstutt teachers who were selected i )r leadership
positions? The DS ;-ationale would lead one to expect that persons
who assume key instructional and curricular responsibilities would
be the more professionally oriented members of the staff.

* See Appendix A.
t Missing data for four Gordon teachers
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Of course, in Efstutt the number of su positions was large in
comparison to the pool of staff members from which they could be
drawn, so the oppw :unity for selection could not be very great. The
relevant data show this to be the case. Considering the six persons
chosen as instructional and curriculum team leaders (recalling that
one person filled both positions), tabulations indicate that they
were not more professionally oriented teachers. The mean scores are
in Table 7.

TABLE 7

MEAN PROFESSIONAL AND EMPLOYEE ROLE ORIENTATION SCORES
FOR EFSTUTT TEAM LEADERS

(Number)
.ofessional

Orientation
Employee

Orientation
Leaders, instructional

and curriculum teams (6) 16.3 22.0
Remaining instructional staff (9) 17.4 23.3

If,anything, the leaders were lower in professional orientation than
the rank-and-file members of the instructional staff, and also lower
in employee orientation, but the differences are too small to be
dependable.

The firmest conclusion we can draw from the data, then, is that
the leaders were nearly indistinguishable from other teachers with
regard zo their role orientations in this initial year of implementing
differenti.::ted staffing. 'What the implications might be for the imple-
mentation efforts we cannot say, nor can we speculate on how the
situation might differ once a differentiated staffing plan has become
well-established in a school.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Several events occurred prior to, or just at the onset of, the imple-
mentation of differentiated staffing in the Efstutt school that are
relevant to the measures of teacher attributes reported in this
chapter: the Efstutt school was selected for the site of the DS project,
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a team organization ras formally instituted in the school and mem-
bership of the teams was established, and leadership positions of
the team were filled. The most general conclusion we can draw on the
basis of evidence regarding the instructional goals emphasized by
staff members and their definitions of the teacher's role is that
these early actions and events occurred without regard to three staff
attributes that might have facilitated implementation.

1. The Efstutt teaching faculty not differ appreciably from
the faculty of the comparison school either in ;nstructional objec-
tives or in strength of orientation to the profess;onal or employee
roleand certainly not in a direction that would suggest an advan-
tage to the Efstutt staff in implementing differentiated staffing.

2. Instructional teams were not so constituted in Efstutt that
agreement among the teacher members concerning the goals of
instruction was exceptionally high; in one team, goal agreement
was nearly non-existent by our measure.

3. The key leadership positions were not filled by teachers
distinctively d;fferem in their definitions of the teacher's role.

These observations assume that our measures of teacher attributes
in May 1971 validly characterize staff members in September 1970.
If one looks at the same data from the standpoint of the alternative
assumptionthat the measured attributes are products of the early
events and eight months of implementation activityhe is forced to
conclude that the Efstutt teachers ended up little different from
teachers in a neighboring school who had not been through the
experiences.



CHAPTER III

Tasks of Teaching

CASEA investigators were especially interested in measuring the
work system of the schoolthe way in which the school's pri-

mary function, instruction, is organized and carried out by members
of the instructional staff. While a number of techniques have been de-
veloped to measure instruction at the level of teacher-student inter-
action in the classroom, few have been devised for describing the
work system as a whole, particularly in tcrms of staff behavior.

This chapter reports the results of one of our measurement
approaches: the performance of teaching tasks. The following
chapters report several other approaches. The question here is
whether or not detectable patterns occurred in the kind and variety
of tasks Efstutt teachers reported they were performing that could
be attributed to the structural changes wrought in the school at the
beginning of the year or to the strenuous efforts made in the suc-
ceeding months to implement DS. A comparison of the tasks with
those performed by teachers in the Gordon school, who were oper-
ating under a conventional staffing plan, should reveal the points at
which the DS project had had an effect on Efstutt's work system.
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In one section of the questionnaire, teachers were presented with
67 specific tasks that might be performed in conjunction with the
work of teaching. They were asked to indicate, for each task, whether
or not they performed it at all and, if so, whether it occupied a
"moderate" or "major" part of their time and effort. The tasks on the
list focused on instruction and other classroom-related activities,
whether performed in the classroom or outside it.*

The list was constructed so as to be semitive to several aspects of
the teacher's work that should change under a DS program were it
operating according to its rationale. In particular, it sought to assess
the following expectations: (1) that teachers would be relieved of
the routine, non-instructional chores in the classroom and at least
some of their activities of a quasi-instructional nature, (2) that they
would be able to put greater time and effort into individualizing
instruction, and (3) that they would have the opportunity to cultivate
specialized competencies related to the instructional process. In
addition, we expected (4) that a DS plan would confront teachers
with several new responsibilities associated with the organization
and management of instruction and would lead to the emergence of
a managerial role among them. We will take up these expectations
in turn.

A weighted score for tasks has been used in a number of the tabula-
tions to follow. It was calculated by assigning the value of 2 to a
task if it were said by a teacher to be one involving "major" time
and effort, 1 if it were said to involve "moderate" time and effort,
and 0 if the teacher said he never, or virtually never, performed it.
An item's mean value was calculated from the responses of only the

* The measure of teaching tasks was derived from the instrument developed
in CASEA's earlier Attributes Project. The original instrument contained an
open-response question asking teachers to write a job escription embodying the
most important tasks they performed. The tasks to which teachers referred in
their responses, then, helped form the list in the present instrument. For a partial
and preliminary report on the original work, see Charles J. Dudley, Task Struc-
ture, Allocation of Power, and Satisfaction of Organization Members in Six
Schools, CASEA Technical Report No. 1, September 1969.
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grade-level teachers in the school-13 in Efstutt and 19 in Gordon.*
We should note at this point that the task instrument was designed

to reveal trends in teacher response across classes of items rather
than to permit item-by-item comparisons. This intentic.n is all the
more important to observe in the present situation where the number
Of responding teachers is so small. The judgments of just two or
three teachers as to whether the time they devote to a task was
"moderate" or "major"a judgment that is subject to varying
interpretations by teachers and even by the same teacher from time
to timecan affect the item score by .15 or .20 points. As a "rule
of thumb," we will regard differences of less than .20 between the
schools as no difference at all but consistent patterns of difference
greater than this as worthy of attention. A difference as large as .40
on a single item also is noteworthy, but the most relevant and useful
way to compare schools in the data to follow is in terms of their
pro files across groups of tasks.

TEACHER RELIEF FROM NON-INSTRUCTIONAL CHORES

A prominent argument for DS is that, by introducing instructional
and clerical aides in the school, professionally-trained teachers will
be relieved of the manifold chores in elementary classrooms which
can as well be performed by less skilled personnel. The provision of
paraprofessional assistance, it is claimed, should enable teachers
to devote their energies to the instructional tasks for which their
training has best suited them.

The tasks listed in the instrument, together with item numbers,
included the following:

Non-Instructional Routine
11. Doing bookkeeping chores (checking textbooks, attendance,

lunch money, etc.)
17. Typing or duplicating materials to use in class

* The removal of subject teachers from the calculations is due to the fact
that DS is envisioned as reducing the generalist character of the teaching job
in the traditional self-contained classroom, and the rationale typically is not
extended to teachers of specialized subjects, like art, music, or physical educa-
tion, in the elementa-y school.
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31. Conducting "housekeeping" chores (room cleaning and
straightening, bulletin boards, etc.)

54. Monitoring hallways, playground, or lunch rooms

Quasi-Instructional Activities

22. Making grade reports
25. Correcting assignments and written work
27. Keeping records on student progress and grades
40. Establishing classroom standards or rules
48. Holding parent conferences
50. Handling discipline and behavior problems
64. Administering teacher-made or standardized tests

Considering the large co; of teacher assistants employed in
Efstutt school as a key feature of the DS program, one might expect
substantially lower scores for the performance of non-instructional
routine, and perhaps somewhat lower scores for the quasi-instruc-
tional activities, among Efstutt grade-level teachers than Gordon
teachers.

The item scores are displayed in Figure 1. (A score close to 2.0
ind:t.,:ates that the task was performed by many teachers and that
most regarded it as one involving "major'. *i ,ie and effort.)

`Pie profiles show that Efstutt teachers gained only ont clear
advantage over the Gordon staff in these non-instructional and quasi-
instructional tasks. Efstutt teachers put considerably less time and
effort into clerical activities (Item 17). Apart from this, item values
were about the same in the two schools (i.e., within .20 of off,
another), or the differences were such as to suggest that the Efstutt
staff carried the heavier burden. The comparatively high value for
Items 40, 50, and 5relating to monitoring activities, behavior
standards, and disciplinereinforce evidence elsewhere in the study
that Efstutt teachers were inordinately occupied with problems of
pupil control around the time the instrument was administered
(spring). Whether or not this was in any way attributable to the DS
implementation, however, cannot be determined definitively from
thr, present data.

Thus, it is plain that Efstutt's large complement of paraprofes-
sionals did not relieve classroom teachers to any substantial degree
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from the non-instructional or quasi-instructional chores so common
in elementary school teaching. Such chores appeared to be even more
abundant in the experimental program.

The conclusion, however, should be considered in light of the
fact that teacher assistants were not viewed in Efstutt as primarily
responsible for taking over the teacher's housekeeping and clerical
functions. Many of them were directly engaged in the instructional
process itself.*

INDIVIDUALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION

The involvement of aides in the instructional process bears on
another argument for DS. It is said that by increasing the number of
adults in the classroom, whether they be aides, student teachers, or
additional certified teachers, the teacher is enabled to devote more of
his time to working with small groups of students or individuals on
learning projects designed uniquely for their needs. No longer must
the teacher plan a standard course of instruction and cope single-
handedly with a standard group of 25 to 30 students.

The task instrument included 14 items related directly to the
teaching processto activities in which teachers engage in prepara-
tion for instruction and to their instructional contact with students.
A subset of these items makes specific reference to the teacher's
concern for, or work "pith, individual students or small groups. If
the general presumptions regarding the effects of DS on the indi-
vidualization of inatnietion are true, and if the Efstutt staff had
been successful in moving to a DS program by the end of the school
year, the score values of the "individualization" tasks should be
substantially higher in the Efstutt faculty than in the Gordon staff.
(The scores were calculated as before, weighting a "major time and
energy" response 2, a "moderate" response 1, and a "none" re-
sponse 0.) The rdevant items are listed below.

* For details of the work performed by teacher aides in Efstutt and else :here,
see Chapter 5 in Robert B. INethart, The Career of the Paraprofessional in Four
Differentially Staffed Schools, Doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon, 15'i2.
In this document, Efsiutt is identified as "Hilltop."
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Instructional Activities
12. Making out daily lesson plans
3. Guiding class discussions or recitations
36. Planning class assignments and projects
46. Locating and assembling instructional materials for class use
57. Presenting lessons and demonstrations
58. Planning the sequence of topics to be covered during the term
66. Making up tests and exercises for the class

Instructional ActivitiesIndividualization
3. Giving assistance to individual students on class work
9. Working with individual students on their learning problems

13. Instructing or working with small groups of students
42. Guiding small groups of students on their own special projects
51. Doing diagnostic work of the learning difficulties of individuals

.56. Helping students plan their own studies and projects
59. Holding special remedial sessions with students

Examination of the profiles of item scores for Efstutt and Gordon
teachers in. Figure 2 leacl, to two general impressions. First, instruc-
tional task performance in the two schools appears to have been quite
similar. On only three of the 14 items was there a difference in item
scores greater than .20. Second, with regard to the individualization
items, the Efstutt teachers had slightly but consistently lower scores
than Gordon teachers. For one of the items (Item 59) the difference
wis pronounced: few Efstutt teachers worked with students in
remedial sessions. This difference could not be due simply to the
presence of the reading specialist in Efstutt, a new position under the
DS program, since the Gordon school similarly had a reading
specialist.

As we will comment at the end of the chapter, interpretation of
these data can go in several directions. Conceivably, Efstutt's class-
room teachers displayed less individualizing behavior in the instruc-
tional process because that function was assumed by teacher aides.
Alternatively, the demands of the DS project itselfthe meetings,
visitors, and general disruptions during the period of attempted
transition to the new programmay have encroached on the teach-
ers' time and energy for instruction. We will reserve our discussion
of the findings until further analyses arc. reported.
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TEACHERS AS EXPERTS

Differentiated staffins in its mature form is supposed to promote
specialized competencies and domains of expertise among members
of the instructional staff, and team organization is supposed to pro-
vide the mechanism by which teachers can capitalize on one another's
expertise in planning and conducting the instructional program. In
order to assess the extent to which this objective of DS was being
realized in Ti:fstutt school, the task instrument included 17 items
representing four areas in which teachers might choose to develop
specialized knowledge and skills. The four areas are (1) curricular
expertise, (2) instructional expertise, (3) evaluation expertise, and
(4) child study and counselirg expertise.

Curricular Expertise
7. Developing expertise in one particular curriculum area

14. Developing curriculum guides
26. Acquiring specialized knowledge about instructional packages

and their use
32. Outlining curriculum objectives for a grade or subject area
63. Assembling a file of curriculum materials for a .-ourse of study
67. Advising fellow teachers on curriculum matters

Instructional Expertise
15. Demonstrating to other teachers instructional techniques with

which you are familiar
24. Becoming an expert in using a particular instructional tech-

nique
28. Preparing and holding lessons for large groups of students

(larger than class size)
49. Taping or otherwise recording lessons or demonstratiors
61. Systematically studying others' teaching behavior

Evaluating Expertise
33. Writing behavioral objectives for individual students
37. Gaining technical knowledge about testing and evaluation

procedures
47. Inventing new ways to evaluate achievement of class objectives

Child Study and Counseling Experti.s:
16. Making a study of social relationships among students in the

class
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29. Counseling students on their personal affairs
60. Conducting case studies of students with behavior a. learning

problems

Scores for the grade-level teachers in- Efstutt and Gordon are pre-
sented in Table 8. Inspection of the table reveals that teachers in
neither school spent much time and effort cultivating expert knowl-

TABLE 8

MEAN SCORES OF EFSTUTT AND GORDON TEACIIERS

ON TASKS REPRESENTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF

SPECIALIZED EXPERTISE

Area and Item Number
Curricular Expertise

Elsie it
(N=13)

Gordon
(N=19) Differencet

7 .69 1.28* -.59
14 .46 .26 .20
26 .46 .58
32 .69 .74
63 .69 .79
67 .62 .32 .30

Instructional Expertise
15 .23 .50* -.27
24 .77 .72*
28 .85 .16 .69
49 .23 .72* -.49
61 .46 .53

F. valuation Expertise
33 .31 .78* -A7
37 .54 .83* -.29
47 .46 1.03 -.57

Child Study and Counseling Expertise
16 .38 .63 -.25
29 .85 1.03
60 .62 .58

*N = 18
t Only differences of .20 or greater are shown. The negative sign indicates

that the mean score was smaller in Efstutt than in Gordon.
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edge and skills in any of the areas. Only on five items did the average
scores exceed .80. On the whole, the values of the expertise items
were markedly below virtually all of those in Figures 1 and 2
relating to classroom instruction and other teaching chores.

Nor were the low scores caused by our averaging procedure. Con-
ceivably, a few teachers in the schools could concentrate their
energies ir different ones of the four areas, remaining uninvolved in
the other three, thereby reducing the item values when averaged
over all teachers. We made a supplementary analysis, however,
indicating that no teacher, either in Efstutt or Gordon, devoted a
major share of his energy to activities in just one of the domains.
Rather, the teachers tended to distribute whatever lime and effort
they could mobilize across activities in several. of the areas.. This
hardly constitutes the cultivation of specialized expertise.

From the comparative viewpoint, Table 8 also suggests that the
Efstutt faculty was less engaged in developing expert competencies
than the Gordon faculty. Considering only those activities in which
a reasonably substantial difference appearsa difference of at least
.40only one was higher for the Efstutt staff. Members of the Efstutt
faculty, apparently, focused efforts on developing techniques for
large-group instruction to an extent unparalleled in the Gordon
school (Item 28) . This certainly is in keeping with the DS plan for
forming groups of varying sizes and suiting the mode of instruction
to them. But the other three notable item differences (Items 7, 33,
and 49) indicated greater activity in the Gordon school.

EMERGENCE OF THE MANAGERIAL ROLE

It is reasonable to believe that a fully operating DS program would
introduce an essentially new dimension in the classroom teacher's
role. Teachers would be obliged to assume a number of managerial
functions ordinarily performed by the school principal or other
administrative personnel and additional functions heretofore not
needing to be executed. If instruction literally were planned and
conducted in a team contextthe team consisting of a mix of
teachers, aides, support specialists, and other personnel acting in a
closely interdependent fashion -the lot would fall on the team
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leader and members together to handle the inevitable problems of
coordination.

Several items were included in the task instrument in order to
observe the emergence of the managerial role among classroom
teachers in the DS school. The first two items below relate to the
supervision of aides, interns, and student teachers; the remainder
concern matters of instructional coordination and decision-making.

Supervisory Functions

39. Assigning duties to teacher aides or assistants
44. Supervising the work of interns or student teachers

Instrixtiond Coordination and Management
2. Deciding with other teachers the grade reports students should

receive
6. Scheduling and coordinating the assignment of aides to

teachers
18. Conferring with other teachers on the use of classroom space
19. Coordinating the instructional program for a team of teachers
35. Helping decide on appropriate student groupings with other

teachers
41. Working with others to select instructional materials for a class
53. Determining with other teachers who will handle which lessons

fot. r. class
62. Handling administrative tasks for a group of teachers
65. Working out daily or weekly class schedules with other teachers

Faculty responses to the items (Figure 3) are reported as the simple
percentage of grade-level teachers who indicated they performed
the activity at all, irrespective of amount of time and effort they
said they devoted to it.

As the profiles in Figure 3 demonstrate, the Efstutt forAtity stands
in distinct contrast to the Gordon staff in regard to the performance
of these management tasks. All but a few Ekatt teachers were in-
volved in supervisory responsibilities, a fnt that reflects, of course,
the large presence of aides and student teachers in their school. In
addition, comparatively high proportions of Efstutt teachers were
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lificratred
with their colleagues in such activities as allocating c ass-

room space, sjieduling classes, and grouping students for instruc-
tion, and nearly one-quarter said they handled administrative tasks
for their colleagues. Significantly, however, the item concerning joint
decisions on students' grades, presumably a mark of close instruc-
tional interdependence among teachers, favors Gordon school rather
than Efstutt. Also, nearly as many Gordon teachers as Efstutt
teachers said they worked with their fellows on the selection of class
materials.

One of the more illuminating observations to be drawn from
Figure 3 is the sizable number of teachers who performed the sup-.
posedly "new" managerial functions, even in the conventional
school. Perhaps the managerial role is not so new after all, or pos-
sibly the Gordon school was not as conventional as initially con-
ceived. Data subsequently obtained from teachers in a smaller
Oregon school system (not presented here) suggest both to be the
case: some teachers in all of the system's seven elementary schools
reported engaging in the managerial activities, but not as many,
proportionally, as in the Gordon school.

Team leaders and the managerial role. One might expect, under a
differentiated staffing scheme, that team management functions
would be concentrated in the formally designated leaders, although
certain of the activities necessarily would implicate all teachers.
Close inspection of who, among Efstutt teachers, said they performed
the various managerial tasks disclosed that the tasks did not devolve
uniquely on the three instructional team leaders. In fact, the leaders
were no more often implicated in them than the remaining faculty,
even in the activities most likely to fall on a single individual. Three
Efstutt teachers, for example, reported that they "handled admin-
istrative tasks for a group of teachers;" only one of them was a team
leader. Four said they "coordinated the instructional program for a
team"; two were team leaders and two were not.

. Thus, we found no indication that a division of managerial respon-
sibility had arisen during the year to help define the role of the
instructional team leaders in Efstutt. The responsibilities were wide-
ly shared without regard to formal position.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

One i more impressed, perhaps, by the similarities than by the
differences between the two schools in the.natu re of tasks performed
by teachers. Six tasks were regarded as a major component of ele-
mentary teaching by virtutally all teachers in both schools (and, we
might add, in the smaller Oregon system where additional responses
were collected) . They are:

3. Giving assistance to individual students on class work
9. Working with individual students on their learning problems

13. Instructing or working with small groups ol! students
34. Guiding class discussions or recitations
36. Planning class assignments and projects
57. Presenting lessons and demonstrations

These lie in the domain of what one writer has called "the core skills
of teaching" and clearly reflect the central importance in the teach-
er's role of direct instructional contact with students.* In the view of
teachers, this is the essence of teaching. A variety of other tasks are
performed universally in support of this central functionplanning
and preparing for classroom teaching, correcting assignments, deal-
ing with matters of pupil control, and making records and reports
but are not accorded the importance of direct work with students. In
any event, teachers in the Efstutt and Gordon schools were substan-
tially alike iii their performance of these activities.

The specific comparisons of task performance reported in this
chapter suggested the following:

1. The large contingent of paraprofessionals in Efstutt did not
effectively relieve classroom teachers from the burdens of no I-
instructional routine, except with respect to certain cleri,m1
functions; nor, perhaps, were they expected to. If anything, the
burdens were heavier on the Efstutt teachers than on the Gordon
teachers, particularly with respect to problems of pupil control.

2. The presence of aides and student teachers in Efstutt involved

*Dan C. Lortie, "The Balance of Control and Autonomy in Elementary
School Teaching," in Amitai Etzioni (Ed.). The Semi-Professions and Their
Organization. New York: Free Press, 1969. Chapter 1.
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classroom teachers in matters of scheduling, assigning, and
supervising their work.

3. The Efstutt teachers devoted less of their time and effort to work
with individuals or small groups of students than did the Gordon
faculty. Whether or not teacher assistants took up the slack we
do not know, although this possibility is consistent with other
studies of aide use.*

4. Few teachers in either school were concerned with cultivating
specialized expertise, and certainly not more so in Efstutt than
Gordon. It is important to note, in this regard, that the type of
expertise in question requires teachers to engage in activities
which essentially would remove them from direct instructional
contact with students. Many of the items refer to activities like
reading, studying, observing, and writing. Conceivably, only a
small and selective number of classroom teachers would be at-
tracted to "studious" kinds of that take them away from
what is generally regarded as the essence of the teaching role,
even if freed to do so under a DS plan.

5. Efstutt teachers were decply involved in management functions
associated with the organization and conduct of instruction, al-
though surprisingly, teachers in Gordon, the more conventional
school, were similarly involved, albeit to a lesser degree. The
Efstutt faculty devoted substantial portions of time and effort to
such problems as scheduling, student grouping, and the alloca-
tion of classroom space. Leaders of Efstutt's instructional tea-us
were no more involved in these managerial tasks than rank- ad-
file teachers. In light of evidence to be prescnted in the next
chapter indicating that the interdependence in teaching activi-
ties was not especially great at Efstutt, it is not entirely clear why
instructional coordination and management issues should have
been so demanding.

In short, the assembled evidence demonstrates little effect of the
first year of DS implementation on teacher work activities of the
salutory kind anticipated from a differentiated staffing plan.

Eight months may be too brief a period, of course, in which to
expect basic alterations in roles and modes of relationship among
members of a school staff. It is necessary to consider an intruding

* Eaton H. Conant, A Cost-Effectiveness Study of Employment of Non-profes-
sional Teaching Aides in Public Schools. U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Office of Education, Final Report of Project OE 8.0481, 1971.
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factor that is often overlooked by proponents of innovation: the
disruptions of routine, the irregularities and uncertainties, and the
demands on time which a change project itself imposes on a staff.
Our case-study documents reveal the extraordinary investment that
participation in the DS Project required of teachers over and beyond
their usual instructional dutiesworkshops, speakers, trips to other
schools, worried parents, nervous administrators, visiting firemen,
evaluators, planning meetings, crisis meetings, and so on. Simply
accommodating to a large, new class of personnel in the schoolthe
paraprofessionalswas a major task in its own right.

The salience of the extraordinary demands was caught up in
responses to one of the items on our task instrument: "Attending
school meetings." While practically, all teachers in Efstutt and
Gordon said they attended meetings, three-fourths of the Efstutt
teachers regarded meeting attendance as a major component of their
work; only one Gordon teacher did so. The figures are shown in
Table 9.

TABLE 9

AMOUNT OF TIME AND ENERGY DEVOTED TO
ATTENDING SCHOOL MEETINGS

EFSTUTT AND GORDON TEACHERS

Number of Teachers

E /qua Gordon

Major time and energy 10 1

Moderate time and energy 3 17
None, or virtually none 1

Total 13 19

Thus, the very process of implementing change, as incorporated
in Efstutt's DS project, may well have had the short-run consequence
of distracting the staff from realizing the project's long-run objec-
tives. The special events and disruptions associated with the project
competed for teacher time to individualize instruction, work out rela-
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tionships with aides, cultivate expertise, and so on. The frequent
interruptions of schedule may have been iesponsible for the apparent
necessity of Efstutt teachers to attend to issues of instructional man-
agement. It is even conceivable that the greater emphasis on student
decorum,:"discipline, and monitoring activities in Ffstutt, reflecting
a breakdown in the customary pupil control mechanisms so well
institutionalized in conventional schools, had the same rootsin
what might be called the disruption effect of innovation.



CHAPTER IV

Division of

Instructional Labor, Interdependence,

and Communication

In principle, differentiated staffing calls for a radical change in
working relationships among teachers. It implies that teaching

will be carried out by closely interdependent members of instruc-
tional teams who.-in, time, may develop an informal division of
labor among themselves. CASEA researchers, correspondingly, were
concerned with measuring the relationships among instructional
agents of the school as these help to characterize the school's work
system. This chapter describes three features of staff relationships in
Efstutt and Gordon schools: the division of instructional labor, work
interdependence, and staff communication.

DIVISION OF LABOR BY SURJECT AREA

The dominant division of instructional labor in American ele-
mentary schools is along age-grade lines rather than subject lines.
Although many schools have one or more special subject teachers in
such areas as physical education, music, art, foreign language, or
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vocational arts, the vast majority of classroom teachers are "grade
specialists and subject generalists." A DS plan is often been as a
means of achieving greater differentiation by subject areapermit-
ting the teachers within a team to "teach to their strengths," particu-
larly with regard to the key subjects of the curriculum. While otheE
bases for dividing the instructional labor may evolve in a team, DS
typically is taken to imply the development of subject-area expertise
at the elementary-school level.

The task instrument described in the preceding chapter included
among its 67 items the following eight, which teachers rated as 0,
1, or 2, indicating that they devoted virtually none of their time or
effort to the activity,"moderate" time or effort, or "major" time or
effort, respectively.*

20. Teaching science
21. Teaching social living
43. Teaching arithmetic
45. Tc aching language arts

5. Teac!,ing art
8. Teaching music

23. Teaching physical. education
4. Teaching vocational subjects

Teacher responses to these items can be used to verify the gross
pattern of teacher assignment in the school ordinarily available
from other sources of information, but they also may detect informal
departures along subject-matter lines among members of instruc-
tional teams. In particular, they can be examined for evidence that
implementation of DS in the Efstutt school had reduced the "subject
generalist" character of the grade-level teachers in the key areas
of science, social living, arithmetic, and language arts.

Responses of individual teachers to the eight items were laid out
on a grid to reveal the patterns of teaching responsibility. None of
the teachers in either Efstutt or Gordon reported teaching voca-
tional subjects, and almost no one said he taught physical education

* These items were omitted from the secondary-school form of the task instru-
ment.
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or music other than the special teachers in those areas, a fact that
verifies the formal pattern of staff assignment in the schools.

In Efstutt all grade-level teachers devoted time to teaching science,
social living, arithmetic, and language arts, and all but three indi-
cated they also taught art.* In this regard, the Efstutt grade-level
teachers did not differ from those in Gordon who, with some excep-
tions on which we will comment momentarily, similarly taught all
of the key subjects. Thus, it became apparent that the DS imple-
mentation efforts in'Efstutt had not as yet produced a division of
labor which reduced the range of subject areas for which the grade-
level teachers were responsible.

Interestingly, two instances of an informal division of instruc-
tional labor appeared in Gordon, the non-DS school. One was among
third-grade teachers and the other at the sixth-grade level. The
detailed response patterns are displayed in Figure 4. (Our principal
purpose in showing these data is to illustrate how items in the task
instrument may be analyzed to detect possible instances of the
division of labor. Single responses of single teachers, of course, are
hazardous to interpret, since they are bc'und to reflect in some degree
errors of measurement such as misperceptions or misjudgments of
items, momentary distractions, fatigue, and the like.. The patterns
of response, however, do point to situations warranting the collection
of supplementary information.)

It would seem that the three third-grade teachers worked out a
division of labor such that one teacher took sole responsibility for
teaching science and another took primary responsibility for teach-
ing in the social living area. The third member of the group,
Teacher 08, was able to capitalize on the pattern of exchange without,
herself, making a unique contribution; she was enabled to concen-
trate on language arts and arithmetic. A different pattern apparently
existed among the sixth-grade teachers. In this instance, Teacher 18

* Efstutt's original plan to add an art teacher to the staff at the beginning of
the year was not realized. However, one of the paraprofessionals employed under
the DS project was a talented commercial artist just completing his work for
a teaching certificate, and, until he resigned toward the end of the year, he
assumed responsibility for some of Efstutt's art instruction in the upper grades.
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FIGURE

INDICATION OF INFORMAL DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL LABOR
AMONG GRADE-LEVEL TEACHERS IN GORDON SCHOOL

Time and Effort Devoted to . . . *

Language Social
Arts Living Arithmetic Science

Third-Grade Teachers

07 ++ ++ ++
08 ++
09 ++ ++ ++

t
Apparent

Division of Labor

Sixth-Grade Teachers

17 ++ ++ ++
18 ± + ++
19 -1-1-- -I- ++

Apparent
Division of Labor

* Two plus signs (++) indicate "major" time and effort, one (+) indicates
"moderate" time and effort, and a blank indicates "none, or virtually none."
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seems to have developed something of a specialty in the science area,
teaching this subject to students of the other two teachers. In return,
she was relieved by them of teaching arithmetic to her class.

We do not know precisely how these exchanges were managed
without more intimate information, but it is likely that they were
more on the order of what some have called "turn teaching" than of
bona fide teaming. Such informal exchanges of classes are fairly
common in conventional elementary schools. The pertinent fact for
our study, however, is that indications of reduction of the "subject-
generalist" character of classroom teachers were found in the con-
ventional school rather than in Efstutt where the DS plan was sup-
posed to maximize such reductions.

Curriculum teams in E f stutt. Four curricultun teams were estab-
lished at the beginning of the school year in Efstuttin science,
language arts, social studies, and mathto direct mrriculum de-
sign activities for the school and to promote staff development in the
subject areas. Each grade-level teacher was assigneci to one of the
teams, presumably to develop a degree of specialized competence
within the area. The extent to which curriculum team operations
were effective in promoting or reinforcing subject specialization
should be indicated by teachers' ratings of the relative emphasis
they gave to the various subjects in their teaching.

Figure 5 shows grade-level teachers' ratings of the time and
effort devoted to four subject areas corresponding to the curriculum
teams on which they held membership. If the curriculum teams had
promoted subject specialization, one would expect a predominance
of ++'s (indicating "major" time and effort) in the main diag-
onal of the figure, as set out by the boxes, and a predominance of
+'s ("moderate" time and effort) outside the main diagonal. Again,
caution must be exercised in interpreting single responses of indi-
vidual teachers.

It is apparent from the figure that curriculum team membership
had little baring on teachers' distribution of effort in their class-
room instruction. A teacher was no more likely to devote major
effort to the subject with which his curriculum team dealt than to
the other subject areas. Nor did team leaders (identified by a
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FIGURE 5

TEACHING EMPHASIS IN FOUR SUBJECT AREAS
AMONG CURRICULUM TEAM MEMBERS IN EFSTUTT SCHOOL

(GRADE-LEVEL TEACHERS)

Curriculum Team Language
and Members

Language Arts

Arts

Time and Effort Devoted to ... *
Social
Living Arithmetic

**10 ±+ ++ +±
02 +± ++
06 ++ +-I- ++

Social Studies

++
01 ++ ++ ++
11 ++ ++

Mathematics

**09 ++
04 ++
07

13 ++ ++ ++
Science

**12

03 ++
05

Science

* Two plus signs (-1---1-) indicate "major" time and effort, one (+) indicates
"moderate" time and effort.

** Curriculum team leader.
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double asterisk in Figure 5) place unique emphasis on the par-
ticular subject in their teaching. By this test, at least, the curricu-
lum teams did not seem to be fulfilling their promise.

INTERDEPENDENCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TASKS

Instructional agents may work together in a closely interdependent
teaching system, of course, without dividing the labor along subject-
matter lines, and this could have been the case in Efstutt school.*
We sought to assess directly the extent of work interdependence by
asking teachers to name and identify by position other staff mem-
bers who worked collaboratively with them. The method entailed
asking teachers two questions, only the second of which was sub-
jected to analysis.t The questions were:

In performing your job as a teacher, you may (or may not) rely
upon other persons (besides your students) for assistance or
collaboration in getting your own work duties performed. Please
list below, by name and position, the persons upon whom you rely
most heavily to get your own work tasks accomplished.

Who are the persons listed above, if any, whose job is so closely
related to your own that you believe the two jobs must, be per-
formed collaboratively in order for either of you to perform his
work effectively?

Names given by teachers in response to the second question were

* There are theoretical grounds for believing that subject differentiation
actually inhibits the development of a closely interdependent work system in
teaching.

t QuestionF, nearly identical to these had been used in an earlier CASEA
project, the Attributes Project. A detailed study of responses to those questions
revealed a strong proclivity on the part of teachers to list persons upon whom
they depended for ideas, succorance, and "moral support" in their work and not
just persons with whom they had intimately interdependent working relation-
ships. This was particularly true of responses to the first question. Our efforts
to rework the question to focus it more directly on task interdependence did not
improve the situation in a trial run of the questionnaire ; it was as though
respondents had to tell us who on the staff was psychologically important to them
before they could concentrate on the few (if any) who were true collaborators.
In tie cr d, we retained both questions but regarded only responses to the second
as the ci itical indicator of task interdependence.
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tabulated in a "nominator-nominee" matrix, listing responding
teachers in rows and other staff members whom they "nominated"
in the columns. An x was entered al the intersection of a row and
column to indicate that a teacher included a particular staff member
in his list. Since not all potential nominees in the schools were given
the opportunity to be nominators (only teachers responded to the
qu.estionnaires), it was not possible always to determine whether
or not the nominations were reciprocated. In the present analysis,
we stipulated that two people were interdependent whenever one
person nominated the other, regardless of reciprocation. Inspection
of the matrix enables one to determine the extent of work interde-
pendence in the school and to observe the particular patterns it
takes.

We have not reproduced the matrices prepared for Efstutt and
Gordon faculties in this report, but we will cite a number of promi-
nent facts about work interdependence that our inspection revealed.

1. Among teachers. There were no nominations of interdepen-
dence between grade-level and subject-area.teachers (of music and
physical education) in either school and remarkably few between
the grade-level teachers themselves. Only two of a possible 78 pairs
of grade-level teachers were so linked in Efstutt and six of a
possible 171 in Gordon.* These few linkages invariably connected
teachers at the same grade level, even in Efstutt where instructional
teams were established across adjacent grade levels. Thus, task
interdependence in the instructional staff was as minimal (if not
more so) in the school seeking to implement DS as in the more
conventional school.t

* If we count only reciprocated nominations between grade-level teachers,
which is feasible inasmuch as all teachers responded to the questionnaire, the
number of linkages reduces to one in each school .

t Two other analyses deserve comment. Three of Gordon's si-c linkages
occurred among sixth-grade teachers, precisely where the data reported in the
preceding section on the division of instructional labor would lead us to expect.
The other three linkages in Gordon, however, were not among the third-grade
teachers as expected (see Figure 4) but among teachers of the fourth grade. It
would appear that interdependence nominations are indicative of collaborative
activities beyond those arising from the division of labor by subject area and not
necessarily of these.

In Chapter II we referred to teacher agreement on instructional objectives as
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2. Teachers and higher echelons. In Efstutt, just one teacher
mentioned the occupant of the new instructional coordinator
position as someone with whom he worked in close collaboration.
No one listed the principal in either school.

3. Teachers and support specialists. Teacher nominations of
interdependence with support specialists (IMC coordinator, special
reading teacher, Efstutt's counselor) were infrerjuent in Taoth
schools, but they were more common in Gordon than Efstutt.

4. Teachers and aides. A host of interdependencies anise in
Efstutt school between instructional staff members and the clerical
and teaching aides assigned to them, far outnumbering all other
linkages combined. This feature cleariy distinguished Efstutt from
Gordon school where, apart from a secretary and aide in the
principal's office, no such assistance was available to teachers. (See
Table 1, Chapter I.)

In sum, close task interdependencies among staff members were
rare in the two schools, with one impressive exception: the DS
program, by importing, paraprofessionals directly into teachers'
classrooms and by providing clerical assistance to use at teachers'
discretion, gave rise to a new and obviously important system of
relationships in the Efstutt sc.iool. While the relationships were not
without their problems, by the end of the year over half of the grade-
level teachers reported that aides were essential to the performance
of their tasks.* It is instructive tc observe that the relationships were

a possible prerequisite for close collaboration. It is interesting to note that the
two instances of interdependence in Efs'.utt school occurred in the so-called
3-4 team, the team with the highest agreement rate in the school. Indeed, each
of the two pairs of interdependent teachers (the two third-grade teachers and
the two fourth-gr i,,chers) were in full agreement by our criteriona rate
of 100 percent. Parallel calculations in Gordon, however, cast doubt on the
proposition that agreement is a necessary condition of interdependence: only
two of Gordon's six pairs of interdependent teachers (33 percent) met our
agreement criterion.

* The case-study mat .!rials make it clear how classroom aides were essential
to teachers. Class sizes under the DS program had increased to 35 or 40 pupils,
far more than Overland elementary teachers were accustomed, and they had little
choice but to rely on teacher assistants to make the crowded situations manage-
able. But therein lay the roots of the numerous difficulties that plagued the
relationship. Inexperienced adults in the classrooms on truncated time schedules
generally were incapable of lending the kind of assistance teachers required,
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established essentially on a oae-to-one basis between the teacher and
"his" assistant. This was true in spite of the fact that aides were
assigned ostensibly to instructional teams. But the teacher assistants
were sufficiently numerous that virtually every teacher could be as-
signed his own, and with regard to the team's clerical aide, his
services were simply pa..celled out to the teachers according to an
equitable time schedule.

Aside from the teacher-t:, >. 7aprofessional relatiorwhip, staff inter-
dependencies in Efstutt did i of look much different from those in
Gordon: among grade-level t( i.chers, almost non-existent, and be-
tween teachers and support specialists, infrequent. Teachers in both
schools worked autonomously with respect to one another, and
Efstutt's instructional teams were teams in name only.

STAFF COMMUNICATION

Another way to examine task interdependencies among teachers
is to observe their communication behaviori.e., how much they
talk to one another about matters directly concerning their work.
Close collaboration in a task as complex as classroom teaching
necessarily entails frequent exchanges and discussions between the
collaborating parties about the work at hand.

For this purpose we drew on, and extended, a procedure used by
Meyer and Cohen of Stanford University to measure staff communi-
cation in their study of open-space schools.* We asked teachers to
note the frequency with which they talked to other teachers, to
teaching assistants, and to the principal about a number of topics.
The topics represent 'what we have called "task-related communica-
tion":

any? in some ways they simply exacerbated the teachers' problems. See John
E. Jones, An Elementary School under Conditions of Planned Change, Doctoral
dissertation, Syracuse University, 1973.

* John Meyer and Elizabeth Cohen, The Impact of the Open-Space School
upon Teacher Influence and Autonomy: The Effects of an Organizational Inno-
vation. Technical Report No. 21, Stanford Center for Research and Development
in Teaching, Stanford University, Stanford, California, 1971.
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Task-related communication
a. General curriculum plans for the class
b. The schedule of teaching activities
c. Getting teaching resources or supplies
d. Student reactions to a specific lesson
e. Learning needs of a particular student

Expressive communication
f. Personal gripes or concerns about work
g. Matters unrelated to school and teaching

The last two of the task-related topics (d and e) were thought to
bear on the most immediate aspects of the instructional process and,
thereby, would be especially indicative of the intimacy of teachers'
involvement in joint teaching. We included the expressive topics in
an effort to emphasize the distinction between this extremely common
form of sociable communication and the narrower, task-related
variety.

For each of the seven topics, teachers checked the frequency with
which they talked with other teachers, teaching assistants, and the
principal. The frequency categories were:

Category Weight
Very often (daily or several days a week) 5.0
Fairly often (weekly) 1.0
Fairly infrequently (biweekly or monthly) .5
Rarely (bimonthly or each semester) .1
Never 0

Category weights roughly approximate the absolute magnitude of
differences between the categories. For example, a frequency of
"daily or several days a week" can be regarded as approximately
five times greater than that of "weekly" communication.

Using this weighting scheme, mean scores were calculated for all
members of the instructional staffs of Efstutt and Gordon schools,
including both grade-level teachers and special subject teachers, but
excluding the support personnel. A mean score of 1.00 indicates
that the average teacher was engaged with the other party in a dis-
cussion of the topic about once a week.

The results of the calculations are summarized in Table 10. There
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are a number of comparisons of communications scores that can be
made in this table and, while our primary interest is in the direct
comparisons between Efstutt and Gordon schools, some of the others
are quite illuminating. We will focus first on teacher communication
with other teachers and with the principal, reserving until last the
most noteable feature of the data-communication with aides. Fig-
ure 6 may help the reader to visualize our first compa.÷ ns.*

TABLE 10

MEAN COMMUNICATION SCORES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF MEMBERS

IN EFSTUTT AND GORDON SCHOOLS ON SEVEN TOPICS*

Teacher communication

With Other Teachers

a
Task-Related Topics

b c d e

Expressive
Topics

f g

Efstutt 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.8 2.8
Gordon 1.2 .6 1.0 .7 1.8 1.2 3.8

With Principal
Efstutt .2 .2 .2 .2 .1 .6 .8
Gordon .4 .2 .5 .3 .7 .3 1.0

With Assistants
Efstutt 2.8 2.9 2.0 2.3 2.4 1.4 2.7
Gordon .2 .6 .3 .6 .8 .3 .4

* Grade-level and subject teachers. Efstutt. N = 15; Gordon N = 21.

The predominance of "non-shop talk." Clearly, teachers in both
schools spent more of their time talking about things unrelated to
their work-"non-shop talk"-than about any other topic on the
list. This is true whether they were talking among themselves or to
the principal. Our data on individual teachers indicated that there
were very few in either school who did not participate regularly in
these sociable contacts with their colleagues.

* As in earlier chapters, interpretation of the data must rely primarily on
general trends rather than on individual items. In light of the variability in
teacher communication behavior, we will regard a difference between school
means ,as sub, tantial if it is approximately 1,0 or greater (.5 or greater when
comparing teacher communication with the principal).
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The volume of the "non-shop talk" was substantially greater in
the Gordon school than in Efstutt. On the other hand, gripes and
concerns about workthe other form of expressive communication
was greater in Efstutt than in Gordon. Whether or not this reversal
is attributable to the turmoil of implementing a major change in
instructional organization our data do not tell as, but it is reasonable
to believe that it is.

The topics of task-related communication. Task-related conver-
sations among teachers were comparatively infrequent in the two
schools. The calculations suggest that teachers talked to fellow
teachers about the various matters connected to the instructional
program on the average of a little over once a week.

Some noteworthy differences in the topics of these work conver-
sations can be seen between the schools. Discussions about the teach-
ing schedule were considerably more promine:A in Efstutt than in
Gordon, reinforcing the observation made in the preceding chapter
concerning the salience of scheduling problems in that school. Gor-
don teachers reported talking among themselves about the learning
needs of particular students nearly twice as frequently as the Efstutt
teachers, and the Gordon principal, similarly, was heavily impli-
cated in such discussions. Again, this adds to the evidence from the
previous chapter suggesting that the Gordon faculty, not Efstutt's,
may have been in the better position to concentrate on individualiz-
ing instruction during the year.

The infrequency with which Efstutt teachers talked to one another
about student reactions to particular lessons is especially noteworthy,
considering that such discussions would be the hallmark of intimate
collaboration in the teaching task. The frequency was about the same
as in the conventional school.

The principal's role in. communication. Apparently, communi-
cation with principals about instructional affairs was rather minimal
in both schools. When teachers talked to their principal, it was most
often about matters of a "non-shop talk" variety.

The Gordon principal, however, seemed to be more involved in
task-related communication than Efstutt's. This is especially notice-
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able in discussions of the learning needs of individual students. The
greater centrality of Gordon's principal is documented in another
way. We tallied the number of teachers who said they talked to their
principal about one or another of the task-related matters at least
once a week and found that eight of the 21 grade-level and subject
teachers in Gordon made such a claim in contrast to two of the 15
Efstutt teachers.

It is important to point out, before invidious conclusions are
drawn, that one feature of the DS plan in Efstutt was the inter-
position of an instructional coordinator between the principal and
teachers. Conceivably, Efstutt teachers may have been directing
their discussion about teaching issues to that party rather than to
the principal (although the case-study observations and our data on
task interdependence tell us this was not generally true). Alterna-
tively, the differences may have been due to administrative styles,
to the fewer number of i,lexperienced teachers in Efstutt, or even to
the principal's distraction by DS project demands. Data in the pre-
vious chapter indicated that Efstutt teachers assumed an unusually
halvy responsibility for instructional Management tasks, taking
over a number of functions normally reserved to the principal.
Whatever the reasons, it is clear that the principal did not figure
prominently in Efstutt's instructional work system.

The profound effect of teacher aides. The presence of teaching
assistants in the classrooms of Efstutt markedly expanded the volume
of teacher communication, and especially that related directly to the
teaching task. Task-related communication increased by a factor
of 2 to 3 as a function of the paraprofessionals. Figure 7 shows the
dramatic impact.*

It is clear from Figure 7 that the introduction of a large con-
tingent of paraprofessionals in Efstutt significantly altered the char-

* Since a few teachers in Gordon school also had access to "teaching assis-
tants," mainly student and parent volunteers, slight expansion of communication
was exhibited there as well. Considering the fact that the great majority of
Gordon teachers were without such assistance, the average values for the school
were small. A separate analysis demonstrated that when a Gordon teacher did
have assistance, his communication volume expanded in the same fashion as
found in Efstutt.
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aeter of teacher cwrimunication in the school. Seemingly, the conse-
quence was not to'replaee the customary communication with col-
leagues but rather to add to itand to add a dimension normally
missing, or infrequently exercised, in customary colleague comnui-
nication. The results corroborate the conclusion of the preceding
section regarding the effect of aides on task interdependence in the
instructional work system.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The communication measures just reported, as well as ether
evidence presented in this chapter, demonstrate that one structural
change of the DS project, the introduction of teacher assistants
into Efstutt classrooms, had a pronounced effect on the character of
work relationships in the elementary schoc.i. Apart from this, how-
ever, one could hardly say that DS had radically changed staff rela-
tionships in the organization and conduct of instruction, at least
not by the end of the first year of implementation.

Other than with respect to paraprofessionals, the similarities in
work relationships between the Efstutt and Gordon schools were
more impressive than the differences. The basic pattern of the divi-
sion of instructional labor, in which each classroom teacher was
responsible for the gamut of key curriculum areasmath, science,
language arts, and social studiesstill held true in Efstutt school,
and the special subject teacher (of music) who was added to aug-
ment the full-time music teacher fit into the task system of the school
just as other subject teachers didteaching the students scheduled
.o him independently of grade-level teachers.

The support specialists without regularly scheduled teaching
assignments, such as the counselor, die IMC director, and the reading
specialist, had not developed roles sufficiently vital to the instruc-
tional program to lead teachers to identify them is persons with
whom they had to work collaboratively. The same was true for the
high-level specialist position, the instructional coordinator. Insofar
as the central work of classroom instruction was concerned, the
occupant of this position was not regarded by teachers as an indis-
pensible collaborator.
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Evidence suggests that the cross-graded instructional teams to
which Efstutt teachers had been assigned had not replaced tilt cla...s-
room as the functioning Instructional unit. While there was indica-
tion of task interdependence among a few Efstutt teachers, it was
exclusively between teachers at the same grade level. This is not to
say that the instructional teams were without function in the school:
outside data from the Efstutt case study indicate that these teams
played a role in the administrative structure of the school, much as
departments do in secondary schools. But as teaching units, they
had not jelled by the spring of the year. Nor was there evidence
that membership on the so-called curriculum teams had had an
impact on the instructional process.

Patterns of teacher communication with fellow teachers and with
the building principal we not markedly different between the
Efstutt and Gordon schools. The differences that did appear could
be interpreted, in part, as reflecting the unusual problems associated
with involvement in a school-wide innovation project but certainly
not the consummation of relationships anticipated in a DS plan.

Yet the data regarding staff interdependencies and communica-
tion leave no doubt that employment of paraprofessionals funda-
mentally affected the teacher's relationships. Each teacher had his
own assistant available in the classroom for some portion of the day
with whom he was obliged to develop some kind of work arrange-
ment. That new air,i important relationships did arise is hardly
surprising by virtue -of their inevitability.* The implications of the
new relationships, however, must not be overlooked because of their
obviousness.

For one thing, the Efstutt teacher no longer was alone in his
role. Perhaps for the first time, he had another adult on whom he
depended to help him cope with the manifold problems of the class-
room. While he and his fellow teachers worked in similar worlds,
he and his aide shared the same world for a major fraction of the

* How they worked au, in practice is a story that must he told with other
sources of evidence. See especially Robert B. Everhart, The Career of the Para-
professional in Four Differentially Staffed S pools, Doctoral dissertation, Univer-
sity of Oregon, 1972, and Jones, Elementax% School Under Planned Change.
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day, enabling the two to talk about the most immediate, the most
intimate, and even the most trivial aspects of work in a way that
he could never do with his colleagues. His social isolation in some
degree was dispelled.

Another implication concerns added demands on teacher time.
The very presence of a helper requireS that the two talk and plan to-
gether, especially in the period before a smoothly functioning
routine has evolved, and time for such communication is not always
easy to find, given the teacher's normally crowded day and the
aide's shortened work schedule. Some paraprofessionals, less famil-
iar with classrooms or less accommodating to the teacher, draw more
heavily on the teacher's time than others, of course, and some teach-
ers ffik: it more difficult than others to work out a new classroom
routine that incorporates another adult and that necessarily entails
the diversion of time to managerial "overhead." But despite these
variations, until the aides' contributions to the work systems of
their respective classrooms becomes regularized, the time demands
on teachers will be unusually heavy. And such demands will compete
with those associated with other facets of the implementation of
innovation.



CHAPTER V

Power, Influence,

and Instructional Decision-Making

One of the prominent arguments for differentiated staffing con-
cerns its potential for endowing prryfessienals with the power

to make a wide range of instruction- related decisions ordinarily
denied them. The key clement in the DS schema is the instructional
team, which represents an entirely new decision - making structure
in the school. Acting iii a setting relatively unconstrained by system-
wide policies, curriculum guides, or prescribed instructional pro-
cedures, members of the respective teams are expected to bring
their professional judgment to bear on decisions regarding material.,
methods, schedules, groupings, and the like to achieve an educa-
tional program both flexible in design and uniquely suited to each
team's students. Educational plans under DS would be determined
by the groups closest to the instructional scene, the parties directly
responsible for carrying them out.

Decisions of other varieties, too, that bear closet .- on the teaching
process but that normally are reserved to administrative discretion
(budgetary allocations, staff employineni, aosignment, evaluation
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and so on) become of vital interest to the teams, and professionals
participate actively in resolving these issues as well. Thus, DS
entails a major redif_ tribution of power in the school organization, a
redistribution in which the collegial group of professionals emerges
as a pivotal agercy of control over the operating educational pro-
gram.

These implications of DS urged CASEA researchers to develop
and apply measures of the distribution of power and control in the
schools under investigation. This chapter will report the several
approaches we used. The first section describes our efforts to mea-
sure constraints on teacher decisions about intimate features of
classroom teachingdecisions that typically lie within the province
of individual teachers in the conventional school but that would be
subject to group determination umier the teaming arrangements of
DS.

In the next section we will report on teacher evaluation procedures
in the Efstutt and Gordon schools, at least as we determined theni
from responses to a series of questions on the teacher questionnaire.
Staff evaluation procedures assume importance by virtue of the
emphasis in the DS literature on lodging greater supervisory respon-
sibility in the collegial group and minimizing the supervisory role
(with the power it implies) of the administration hierarchy.

The last section relates to a different facet of organizational
powerthe distributions of school-wide influence and of esteem (or
personal regard) among members of the school's staff. While
neither influence nor esteem is considered a criterion, or defining
attribute, of DS, there are compelling reasons to expect influence and
esteem structures to change as a consequence of adopting a DS plan.

THE Locus OF INSTRUCTIONAL DECISIONS

There is, of course, a wide variety of i .sues for decisions in public
schools, but the first interest of the CASEA researchers studying the
DS implementation was in decisions at the operating level of the
school's work system, i.e., the conduct of classroom instruction.
Empirical studies that have compared either the Multiunit school or
open-space schools with traditional elementary schools leave little
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doubt that abandonment of the self-contained classroom organiza-
tion significantly alters the manner in which these decisions are
made.* The research also points to the enormous complexity of the
deci on process in schools of any type and to the fact that descrip-
tive problems cannot be reduced simply to the "amount" of power
exercised by teachers. At stake, rather, are changes in a number of
features simultaneously--in the locus of particular decisions (indi-
vidual teachers vs. a teaching team, for example), in the nature of ,

the constraints on choice (whether or not a system-wide policy
exists to which a decision must conform, for example), and in the
roles of the various parties involved in the decisions. Moreover, the
pattern of change is different depending upon the substantive
decision issues at hand.

Pellegrin's contrast between the instructional decision process in
Multiunit and conventional elementary schools indicates the type of
change one would expect in DS schools, once instructional teams
become operating realities. We quote his report in full, beginning
witli his characterization of instructional decisions in traditional, or
"control," schools.

In most instances, the individual teacher makes the decisions,
either alone, in consultation with the principal, or within certain
limits prescribed and/or enforced by him. The teacher' n d the
principal operate within certain limits or guidelines set by the
district curriculum committee and by central office subject matter
specialists. Thus, both primary decision-makers, the teacher and the
principal, have limits set on their discretionary authority. On the
other hand, few teachers see themselves as involved in group
decision-making of any kind. Our data give us a view of the school
as being composed of separate, relatively isolated classrooms, with
the activities of each classroom being determined primarily by the
teacher, who is monitored to a greater or lesser extent by the

*Roland J. Pellegrin, "Professional Satisfaction and Dezision Making in
the Multiunit School," Reprints and Occasional Papers, Center for the Advanced
Study of Educational Administration, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon,
November 1969; John Meyer and Elizabeth Cohen, The Impact of the Open-
Space School upon Teacher Influence and Autonomy: The ;'fleets of an Organi-
zational Innovation, Technical Report No. 21, Stanford Center for Research and
Development in Teaching, Stanford University, Stanford, California, 1971.
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principal. For the school as a whole, the principal is the central
authority figure, for he is the only person whose basic activities
extend beyond the borders of a single classroom.

In the Multiunit School there are some, remnants of the pattern
we have just described. The key fec:, is, however, that the decision-
making process has been fundamentally altered. The evidence is
overwhelming that decision-making authority has been shifted to
the unit [team] faculty. [When teachers-are asked to identify other
persons involved in the decisions,' the persons most often men-
tioned are the other members of one's own unit. Furthermore, the
characteristic response is to name all the faculty members of the
unit. The principal figures much less centrally as a decision-maker,
advisor, or limit-setter. When he is nominated, he is usually not
seen as an independent authority figure, but as one of a group of
persons involved in making decisions. The unit leader, similarly,
is not viewed as a separate decision-making authority. Rather, he
is nominated along with other members of the unit as part of the
group of deri. iomniakers. The district curriculum committee and
central office specialists are nominated much less frequently in the
Multiunit Schools than in the 3ontrols. In general, then, the
evidence is that the unit faculty I.,as emerged as dominant in the
decision-making process.*

The situation Pellegrin describes obviously cannot be captured by
the familiar "centralization vs. decentralization" distinction. It is
both. The highly decentralized system of the conventional school in
which each teacher has considerable latitude in conducting affairs
within his own classrt: ..m is replaced, in the Multiunit school, by
the centralization of decisions in each of the several instructional
units. At the same time, however, the impersonal and centrally
imposed constraints under which the individual teacher must operate
in the conventional school, and over which he has little effective
control by virtue of their remoteness, are reduced in number in the
Multiunit school or brought under the jurisdiction of the instruc-
tional unit, of which the teacher is a member. Nor is the situation
simply a matter of the relative amount of decision-making power of
professionals vis-a-vis administrators or other parties, as we noted
before. As individuals, professionals lose power; as a group, they

* Pellegrin, "Professi-mal Satisfaction," pp. 11-12.
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gain power. Interestingly, the empirical research shows a striking
gain in the psychological feelings of power of individual teachers
when the self-contained classroom is abandoned, a finding that is
most clearly demonstrat'd by Meyer and Cohen.*

MeasuresIn an effort to detect the complex pattern of change
anticipated in DS schools, the research questionnaire incorporated
a series of questions regarding instructional decisions,t The series
led off with a request of teachers to "describe how much freedom of
choice you have and the types of limitation that exist on aspects of
your own day-to-day teaching." Eight aspects were listed:

a. Selecting a.nd using supplementary instructional materials
b. The subject content to emphasize with students
c. The timing and pacing of your instruction
d. Your modes and techniques of teaching
e. Your means of assessing students' peitormance
f. The procedure for grouping students for teaching
g. Your style of relating to students
h. Methods of establishing and maintaining classroom control

These are matters on which classroom teachers in the conventional
school normally have substantial discretionary power.

With regard to each, teachers were asked to check whether they
baieved they had "considerable freedom," "moderate freedom,"
or "little freedom" in their own daily teaching and were further
asked to indicate which ones of a set of alternatives they regarded
as "important limitations on your freedom." They could check as
many of the following as they wished:

a. Requirements, guidelines, or standard practices of the district
b. Advice of central office consultants, supervisors
c. Advice of specialists or consuItfu-ds in the building
d. Advice of principal, department or gr ade chairman
e. Decisions of formal committee in the building
f. Decisions of colleagues with whom you work closely
g. Limits of time, space, resources, or the schedule

*Meyer and Cohen, Impact of the Open-Space School, Chapter 2.
t The research staff based the questions primarily on those used in CASEA's

Attribute;. Project and the set reported by Meyer and Cohen, Impact of the Open,
Space School. For further discussion of the measure development and some addi-
tional analyses, see Appendix B.
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Under a teaming arrangement, alternative f and possibly e should
emerge as prominent limitations on the discretionary judgment of
individual teachers, while alternatives a, b, c, and d should be re-
garded as considerably less restrictive.

Results. Upon tabulating responses to the questions, it became
apparent that the large majority of teachers in both Efstutt and
Gordon schools believed they had "considerable" freedom. on''all
eight aspects of teaching, although the size of the majority was less
impressive on certain aspects than on others (see Figure 8). Thus,
with respect to decisions about supplementary classroom materials,
techniques of teaching, and styles of relating to students, all but two
or three teachers in both schools comb;ned indicated they were free
to use their own discretion. Somewhat larger numbers indicated
"moderate" restrictions on freedom of choice with respect to subject-
matter emphasis and assessment of student performancematters
which tended to be governed by general district policies. In Efstutt
school, about half of the teachers said they had "moderate" or
"little" freedom in pacing their instruction or in grouping students
for instruction, an indication of unusral restraint on teacher auton-
omy in comparison with the Gordon s,_,hool.

Most teachers, regardless of the freedom tl.!ey said they had,
checked one or two of the alternatives specifying the most important
kinds of limitations on their latitude of choice. (Higher proportions
of Efstutt than Gordon teachers checked the limitations.) In both
schools, the most popular alternative across the eight decision areas
was the last: "limits of time, space, resources, or the schedule."

Generally speaking, to the degree that teachers felt hemmed in at
all with regard to the core features of their work, they attributed it
to impersonal circumstances of the teaching situation.

Inspection of the data in Table 11, which shows in percentage
terms how teachers in the two schools distributed their check-marks
over the several kinds of limitation, reveals some modest variations
from one decision area to another and some differences between the
schools. For the most part, the percentage di lierences are small and
probably more indicative of unique features of the schools and
their particular governance patterns in the eight areas than of t:.ends
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associated with the implementation of DS. It is interesting to observe,
for example, the greater activity of the Gordon principal than of the
Efstutt principal in giving advice concerning modes of relating to
students, subject content to emphasize, and so on, a difference that
may simply be a function of the larger number of first-year teachers
in Gordon.

Of the two aspects of teaching in which Efstutt teachers reported
less freedom than their Gordon counterparts, only on student group-
ing was there strong indication that close colleagues or a formal
committee of colleagues in the building was the responsible factor.
Insofar as the timing and pacing of instruction is concerned, the
problem apparently lay in the impersonal restrainis of time, space,
and schedules.

If one studies the data closely, he can find that Efstutt teachers are
more inclined to identify decisions of their close colleagues as limit-
ing conditions than Gordon teachers in several of the areasmost
notably with respect to the choice of teaching techniques and subject
emphasisand that they are less likely to identify centrally imposed
constraints (alternatives a, b, c, and d) in five areas. While these
trends are consistent with a change toward the investment of greater
control in the collegial group, they are too small and irregular to be
persuasive. They hardly describe a major redistribution of power
in the school organization.

More revealing, possibly, is the greater consistency with which
Efstutt teachers mentioned the "limits of time, space, resources, or
the schedule" as an important restriction on their freedom. They
selected it more often than Gordon teachers in seven of the eight
decision areas. While the differences are again small, their high
consistency suggests that Efstutt teachers were somehow hampered
in their instructional program perhaps by the disImptive events
of the DS implementation.

In sum, given the evidence assembled in earlier chapters regard-
ing the failure of EfsttAt's formal instructional teams to emerge
during the first year as bona fide teaching teams, it is not surprising
to discover that the decision process with respect to classroom in-
struction did not differ substantially between the DS school and the
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conventional school, True, in a few respects Efstutt teachers more
often found their autonomy constrained by their colleagues, and they
more often noted the hamperin;; effect of impersonal features of the
teaching situation, but the outstanding fact is that teachers in both
schools believed that they had extensive latitude to exercise their own
professional discretion in carrying out their work.

STAFF EVALUATION

The evaluation of teachers with regard to classroom performance
in elementary schools traditionally has been the responsibility of the
principal, who often is expected to follow formal procedures estab-
lished as a policy by the larger school system. The rationale for DS,
while not directly challening the principal's prerogative, generally
calls for increased participation of the teacher's peers in the evalu-
ation process. In the two DS secondary schools investigated by the
CASEA staff, systematic collegial evaluation was incorporated in
the formal plans for DS implementation. In the Efstutt school, how-
ever, no such formal arrangements were advanced. Nevertheless,
the research staff believed it would be of value to describe the formal
evaluation procedurs of the elementa ry schools.

A series of questions was included id the teacher questionnaire
regarding the "who, how and why's" of teacher evaluation. The first
question was the most important for detecting differences between
a conventional school and one operating under a DS plan. It asked
teachers to indicate who "supervised and/or evaluated" their in-
structional activities--the principal or other administrators, an
instructional supervisor, other individual teachers, a group of other
teachers ("peer evaluation"), or no one. Teachers could designate
more than one evaluator, and a few in Efstutt and Gordon schools
did.

The results shown in the first part of Table 12 (which is based on
responses of both grade-level and subject-area teachers) demonstrate
the key role of the principal in formal evaluation in both schools and
the absence of formal peer evaluation. Curiously, four Gordon
teachers (all with long tenure in the school) mentioned the implica-
tion of "other individual teachers" in the evaluation process in addi-
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TABLE 12

FORMAL EVALUATION'.

WHO EVALUATES, HOW, AND WHY,

AS REPORTED BY EFSTUTT AND GORDON TEACHERS

Question and Alternativc.

NUMBER OF
TIMES CHECKED

Efsiatt Gordon
(N=15) (N= 211

1. My Listructional activities are supervised and/or
evaluated by:

Othei individual teachers. 4
A group of teachers ("peer evaluation").
The principal or oiler administrators. 15 21
Instructional supervisor. 1 1

No one. 1

21 My instructional activities are supervised and/or
evaluated by:

Systematic procedures involving direct evidence of
my instructional competency, including observation
of my teaching. 7 10

Indirect procedures (Examples: assessment of pupil
achievement records, assessment of maintenance of
approved classroom "appearance," assessment of
discipline, parental complaints). 7 10

Informal discussion and advice from others. 4 6
No definite procedure for supervision and/or

evalu ttion. 3 5

3. My instructional activities are supervised and/or
evaluated in order to:

Assess my performance for the purpose of tenure and
salary increases. 11 14

Assess the quality of my instruction. 9 16
Assess my adherence to policies and procedure.;. 4
Assess my control over pupils. 2 5
Assess my adaptability to innovation. 4 1
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tion to the principal. There was no similar occurrence in Efstutt,
and its absence remains unexplained in our data.

Two further questions concerned the nature of the procedures
used in evaluation and the purpose of evaluation, insofar as the
teachers perceived it. Again, teachers were permitted to check more
than one alternative. The alternatives are ShOW11 along with the
tally of the results for Efstutt and Gordon staff members in the
second and third parts of Tale 12. Teachers in both schools ac-
knowledged that both difect and indirect evaluation procedures
were used to evaluate them; only a few in either school said there
was no definite procedure in use. Also, teachers in the two schools
believed the main purposes of evaluation were to assess the qual-
ity of their instruction and to determine tenure and salary in-
creases, a belief that was in keeping with the formal policy of the
school district. A few Efstutt teachers believed their adaptability
to innovation was under scrutiny (apparently referring to the DS
implementation project), and a few Gordon teachers thought they
were assessed with respect to their adherence to school policies,
but generally speaking the differences between the two schools in
teacher perceptions of the purposes of evaluation were not great.

Finally, two questions were posed regarding the frequency and
closeness of the formal evaluations the teachers received. Table 13
displays the wording of the questions, the alternative, the teachers
could check (just one alternative was permitted in these questions),
and the tabulations of responses.

In general, Efstutt and Gordon teachers described themselves as
being evaluated "fairly infrequently" and "fairly loosely," with
no appreciable differences in replies between the two staffs. A further
examination of responses (the data for which we do not show) de-
termined that the newer teachersi.e., those who had been in the
school less than four yearswere somewhat more frequently and
closely supervised than the older teachers, as one might well expect;
this was truer in the Gordon school than in Efstutt. In neither school
were the differences pronounced, and most new teachers also de-
scribed their supervision as fairly infrequent, fairly icose.

To summarize, the formal evaluation procedures were standard
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TABLE 13

FORMAL EVALUATION:

FREQUENCY AND CLOSENESS,

AS REPORTED BY EFSTUTT AND GORDON TEACHERS

PERCENT OF TEACHERS

Questions and Alternatives Efstutt Gordon
(N=15) (N=21)

1. In general, my instructional activities are
supervised and/or evaluated by others:

Very often.
Fairly often. 7
Fairly infrequently. 60 57
Rarely. 26 21.
Never. 7 5

Total 100% 100%

2. In general, my instructional activities are
supervised and/or evaluated:

Very closely.
Fairly- closely. 14 9
Fairly loosely. 53 72
Very loosely. 33 10
Not at all.

Total 100% 100%

in the two schools and indicated no trend toward collegial partici-
pation that might have been associated with Efstutt's DS implemen-
tation: Principals were the supervising agents, they observed class-
roorit teaching and used other, indirect evidence of performance,
their supervision was neither close nor frequent, and the teachers
regarded its purposes as assessing the quality of instruction and
determining tenure decisions and salary increases.

Informal peer evaluation. While formal evaluation procedures
may not be especially sensitive to changes toward a DS plan, the
frequency of informal appraisals among colleagues of one another's
teaching performance should be more so. As instruction moves out of
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the privacy of the self-contained classroom and comes to be con-
ducted in an interactive team setting, the performance of teachers
becomes visible to other professionals, and the opportunity arises
for them to react to, offer help and advice on, and informally judge
the work of their peers. That this, in fact, occurs is attested to by
Meyer and Cohen, who found in their study of open- and closed-
space schools that the incidence of collegial evaluation was consid-
erably higher in the c .pen settings.* They also found, incidentally,
that formal evaluation by the principals did not differ much between
the open and closed settings, supporting the view that informal peer
evaluation is the more sensitive to changes in instructional organiza-
tion.

To test for differences in peer evaluation, a question similar to one
used in the Meyer and Cohen study was included in the teacher
questionhaire. It asked:

How often do you receive reactions or advice from other teachers
about your personal

Curriculum planning
Grading practices
Teaching of specific lessons or classes
Student control and discipline practices
Manner of working with individual students

Teachers could check the frequency with which they received
reactions in these realms in one of five categories, running from
"Very often" to "Rarely" and "Never."t

In Table 14 we have tabulated the percentages of staff members
who said that other teachers rarely or never give them reactions and
advice. The figures show that well over half of the Efstutt faculty
was hardly ever on the receiving end of collegial appraisal of work
performance in any of the realms except student discipline and
control. The percentages tend to be somewhat lower in the Gordon
school, suggesting that informal peer evaluation was more common
there. Since the difference could have been due to the greater nuni-

* and Cohen, Impact of the OpenSpars. :School, pp. 31.34.
f The alternatives were identical to those in the questions on staff communi-

cation, Set.. Chapter IV.
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ber of beginning teachers in the Gordon school who might be
expected to seek out advice, further examir.ations of the responses
were made to check such a possibility. The examination revealed
a slight tendency for the newer t achers to be the recipients of other
teachers' advice in both schools, but this was neither consistent in
all realms nor sufficiently pronounced to account for the differences
between the schools.

These findings are in keeping with the data provided in Chapter
IV regarding the paucity of task-related communication among
teachers in the two schools. They demonstrate that informal evalua-
tion of work performance was not an especially common occurrence
in either school and clearly not more so in the Efstutt school imple-
menting a DS plan.

TABLE 14

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS RARELY OR NEVER

RECEIVING INFORMAL EVALUATION IN FIVE INSTRUCTIONAL REALMS

EFSTUTT AND GORDON SCHOOLS

Realm of Instruction Efstutt
(N=15)

Gordon
(N=21)

General curriculum plans for the class 67% 72%
Grading practices 100% 72%
Teaching of specific lessons or classes 67% , 50%
Studer. control and discipline practices 47% 48%

0, Manner of working with individual students 80% 52%

INFLUENCE AND ESTEEM STRUCTURES

Professional teachers are expected to play a far more powerful
role in the school, according to the visions held out for DS, than
they normally do in schools follo;ving conventional patterns of
staff assignment. Not only should they exercise greater control
(as groups) over the instructional process in classrooms but
voices arc expected to be amplified with regard to the large)
J f the school as well. One of the sharpest differences reveatoi In
previous studies comparing Multiunit and "control" schools, or
ope.i-space and closed -space schools, concerns the amount of inff t-
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ence rank-and-file teachers believed they h.d, individually or as a
totality, over school-wide operations and policies; teachers in Multi-
unit and open-space schools consistently felt their influence to be
greater than their counterparts in c, Aventional schools.*

In the Multiunit schools, feelings of influence may have been
enhanced by the so-called Instructional Improvements Committees
formal cabinets consisting Primarily of the principal and teachers
who were unit leaders that afforded teachers an indirect opr or-
tupity to participate in the consideration of school-wide issues. Other
or similar forums appear to have been avai'able in the open-space
schools, in view of the large volume of teacher interaction in formal
group meetings reported by the investigators. In any case, as teachers
begin to confront issues of moment beyond the classroom, and
especially as they FCC their fellow staff members addressing them-
selves to the same school-wide issues, new grounds for mutual eval-
uation emerge that otherwise are absent in school staffs and a new
and more diverse distribution of esteem should appear.

ThP distribution of influence. Influence was measured by a nom-
ination question in the questionnaire that asked teachers to list the
persons whose support for an idea eras cruciaI in getting it approved.
Following is the question wording:

If you wanted to receive appr' -11 from the faculty of your school
for an idea or plan you wer 2ropdsing, it would sometimes he
helpful to enlist the support of certain other individuals. Please list
below, by name and position, the individuals whose support for
your idea or plan would be most crucial in getting it approved.

Space vas allowed for about five names, although teachers could list
as many persons as they -wished; an average of three nominations
was made by Efstutt teachers, two by Gordon teachers. To analyze the
responses, we simply tallied the nominations received by anyone
on the staff, as given by all the teachers (grade level and subject
area) in the school. The distribution is displayed in Figure 9.

* Roland J. Pellegrin, "Some Organizational Characteristics of Multiunit
Schools," Technical Report No. 7, Center for the Advanced Study of Educa-
tional Administration, Univen y of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1970; Meyer and
Cohen, Impact of the OpenSpace School, pp. 44.49.
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The most obvious feature on the influence structo re of both Efstutt
and Gordon schools, shown in Figure 9, is its domination by the
principal. While a few classroom teachers received a number of
nominations, at best they received but one-third the number given
the principals. And no one outside the school faculty was nominated.
Clearly, the principal was "the man to see in both schools.

The principal's dominance appears to have been greater in
Gordon school than in Efstutt. Only two other persons of the 24
members of Gordon's total faculty (counting the principal and two

---suppr-rt specialists) received more tl an two nominations; well over
half received none at all. In Efstutt, cri the other hand, the nomina-
tions were more widely distrily:,ted across the staff. (This is due, in
part, to the fact that Efstutt teachers gave more nomiiiaticns than
Gordon teachers.) Five persons other than the principal received
more than two nominations, and well under half of the total faculty
(eight of 21) received none.

Besides the greater dispersion of influence in Efstutt, two details
of Efstutt's influence structure are worth noting. With one exception,
leaders of the instructional teams did not stand out as key persons
in the school. This contrasts with Pellegrin's findings in his study of
the Multiunit schools.*. The exception was the fifth-grade teacher
(male) who was the leader of both an instructional team and a
curriculum teamthe only person in the school to hold both of the
appointive positions.

Another detail concerns the nominations received by the instruc-
tional coordinator in Efstutt, the second highest number in the school.
This position was a new one in the school, a high-level position
created under the DS plan whose incumbent was to work with the
curriculum and instructional L ams. In certain respects, the position
was li170 that of a vice-principal. It is apparent that the creation of
this position, filled by a person recruited from catside the school
system, had quickly altered Efstutt's authority structure. This ac-
cords with Pellegrin's generalization from data of the Multiunit
school study. He observed that when new positions are created in
a school's organizational structure, particularly when the incum-

*Pellegrin, "Professional Satisfaction," p. 13.
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FIGURE 9

INFLUENCE DISTRIBUTIONS
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bents are responsibk for activities extAnding beyond the borders Of
individual classrooms, influence to become decentralized and
to "flow" to the new positi9n-lnemnbents. A "second echelon" of
inluence is thereby create- 1* In Efstutt'F, case, however, influence
tended to be attached to instructional coordinator position rather
than to the teanneader positions.

T hediSiributidn of esteem. A similar procedure was used to mea-
Eur,,riteachers' evaluations of the contributions of other staff mem-

1. to the resolution of school-wide issues. The questionnaire item
read:

In a school faculty, some individuals usually make suggestions for
the solution of problems that are more useful and reasonable (and
are more highly .--,:..arded) than are the suggestions made by other
persons. Please list bellow, by name and position, those individuals
in your school whioSe suggestions you would expect to be most
useful in solving ,chool problems.

Nominations given by teachers were analyzed as before. In this
question, teachers in the two schools made about the same number
of nominations- -about three, on the average. The order in which
nominated st.lff members are listed in Figure 10 is the same as that
in the preceding figure, facilitating the comparison between influ-
ence and esteem nominations.

Generally speaking, the distributions indicate considerable over-
lap in staff members' influence and esteem, but at the same time some
important disparities are in evidence.. Tints, in the Gordon School
two cbAssroom teachers, henvily overshadowed by the princip.1 in
terms of influence, now overshadowed him in esteem, and a third
teacher who had not been nominated as influential by anyone
received three esteem nominations, the fourth highest the school.

Where Gordon's principal declined in the 'esteem standings,
Eistutt's principal retained first place. The Efstutt teacher who was
the leader of both an instructional and a curriculum team was
second, followed by a teacher virtually unmentioned in the influence
ratings. EfsLutt's new instructional coordinator was fourth. It is

*Pellegrin, "Professional Satisfaction."
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ESTEEM DISTRIBUTIONS
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evident in both schools that faculty standings in influence and esteem
were only modestly related.

Although Figure -10 does not display the school comparisons well,
one can determine that esteem nominations were more widely dis-
persed across the Efstutt faculty than across the Gordon staff. A
higher proportion of the Efstutt than the Gordon faculty received
more than two esteem nominations (7/21 vs. 5/24), and a lower
proportion received none (7/21 vs. 12/24).

There is a suggestion in the data that esteem was organized in the
Gordon school in part by teaching experience. The thi .;e most
esteemed teachers had 12, 14, and 20 years of experience. That
other attributes besides experience were involved in determining
regard is indicated by the fact that several other teachers had as
much, or more, teaching experience as these three but did not
receive esteem nominations. Thus, experience in Gordon school was
a necessary but not sufficient condition for being highly regarded.
No similar observation can be made about the organization of
esteem in Efstutt; lengthy teaching experience was not even a neces-
sary condition there.

There can be little doubt that many factors determine staff mem-
bers' evaluations of one another's contributions to school-wide issues.
Simple visibility in the formal and informal problem-solving arenas
of the school is, perhaps, the necessary condition. Before a staff
member's "suggestions for solving school problems" can be judged
by his colleagues, he must first have the opportunity to express them
in reasonably conspicuous settings. These opportunities do not arise
frequently for classroom teachers in elementary schools unless
effective forums for discussion exist and urgent problems are at
baud.

Findings concerning teacher-teacher communication reported in
Chapter IV indicated that Efstutt teachers interacted with one an-
other half again as frequently about gripes and concerns of work
as Gordon teachers, and we presumed then that the greater volume
of communication was attributable to the turmoil of implementing
change. Certainly, issues of considerable moment to teachers, over
and beyond the immediate classroom, confronted the Efstutt staff
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during this DS project year, and it would appear that they had tie
opportunity. and exercised it, to talk to one another about school-
wid problems. The visibility thus engendered could account for the
greater dispersion of esteem found in the Efstutt faculty than in Gor-
don's. If 04, line of reasoning were true, however, it suggests that
the dispe, of esteem (and perhaps it (luence) was a consequence
of the change process itself, not necessarily an attribute inherent to
an operating DS plan.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

This chapter has concentrated on power and authority in school
organizationmatters that are subject to profound alteration in
schools with operating DS programs. If the vision of DS were met
in a school, control over a range of vital educational issues would
he lodged firmly in the hands of professional teachers operating
together in work groups. Decisions concerning the immediate instruc-
tional task would pass from individual teachers. to the collegial
group, and the constraints normally imposed by agents of the central
administrative system on these decisions would be relaxed or re-
moved altogether. Control of individual task performance would
become a function of one's peers in the work group, supplementing
if not supplanting the evaluative procedures of school managers.*
And, with respect to school-wide issues bearing on the educational
program, teachers acting individually or through group represen-
tatives would participate more vigorously, and with greater force, in
helping to resolve them. There arc' other implications of DS, too,
for a shift of power to professions _Ips (such as their greater con-
trol over appointment of colleag es), but these were not matters
which the CASEA researchers sought to measure through the teacher
questionnaires.

* Staff "accountability," however, is a countervailing theme strongly empha-
sized in the DS literature. Tasks are to be broken down into smaller and "more
manageable" components, job descriptions are to be pi-epared in terms of detailed
performance objectivei:. and managers will he enabled as never.before to evaluate
staff performance against specified standards. How collegial evaluation, in terms
of professional norms, fits into the picture is not clear in die literature.
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That these anticipations were not met in any important degree in
Efstutt school during the first year of implementation is the con-
clusion offered by the data of the chapter. At least we are able to say
that by late spring of 1971, power and authority in Efstutt school
looked very similar, in most of these respects, to the conventional
school, Gordon, not engaged in implementing a DS plan. Instruc-
tional decisions were still in the hands of individual classroom
teachers acting more or less autonomously within the framework
cf centrally imposed and administratively enforced constraints. The
schools were alike.in that teacher evaluation was still the province of
the principal, and colle al evaluation, either of a formal or informal
nature, was not in evidence. The principal continued to dominate
the system of influence with respect to school-wide issues, and there
was no clear indication that leaders of instructional units were
emercrinc, as a "second echel.3n" of influence within the school.

In certain respects, however, the situation in Efstutt had changed.
Through the creation of a key post in the school's authority strue-
turethat of instructional coordinatora new element in the
system of influence was introduced. Half of the teaching faculty
regarded the newly recruited incumbent as influential in school
affairs, standing second only to the principal, and this attribution
seems to have been more a function of the formal position the person
inhabited than of the esteem the person had earned in the course of
the year.

Too, both influence and esteem (the persor :11 regard in which
staff members were held for their contributions to school-wide is-
sues) were distributed more widely across the staff in Efstutt school
than in Gordon school. Leaders of the formal teams, instructional
or curriculum. however, did not appear as uniquely esteemed teach-
ers, just as they did not eme.:ge as influentials. Their situation recalls
the evidence reported in Chapter II demonstrating that, insofar
as professional and employee role orientations are concerned, the
persons appointed to the leadership positions were indistinguishable
from the rank-and-file classroom teachers. Nevertheless, more Ef-
stutt teachers than Gordon teachers were influential on school-wide
issues, fewer were regarded as non-influential; more were held in
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high regard for their contributions, fewer were ignored in the esteem
nominations.

Why the dispersions were greater is open to alternative interpre-
tations. It may have been due to Efstutt's smaller and more homo-
geneous staff (in terms of the number of years they had been to-
gether in the school). Toward the end of the chapter, we observed
that it could have been the result of the implementatiOn process
itselfan upshot of the fact that the DS project created disruptions
in routine, changed conditions and common problems which teachers
talked and worked together to attempt to resolve. Evidence p .ovided
in the present chapter adds an increment to the observations regard-
ing the disruptive effects of change noted in earlier chapters: here
we have found that the overriding constraint reported by teachers
on their teaching was that of time, space, and the schedulereported
more consistently by Efstutt teachers than by their counterparts in
Gordon. Conceivably, the events and problems introduced by the DS
project competed strongly against the responsibilities of classroom
teaching for the teachers' time and attention. In working through
their common problems and those of the project, teachers may have
found new grounds for evaluating one another and for broadening
the base of esteem. While this is a plausible interpretation of the
greater dispersion of esteem in Efstutt, possibly extending to cover
the dispersion of influence as well, other interpretations remain.
Our questionnaire data provide no way unequivocally to choose
among them.



CHAPTER VI

Concluding Observations

This report has served two purposes simultaneously, one method-
ological and one substantive.

On the methodological side, we wished to make available to the
educational research and development community the results of our
developmental work on measures of the behavioral attributes of the
school's work system and instructional organization. The question-
naire instrument, itself, yields little indication of the specific mea-
sures it incorporates, the rationale behind the measures, or the
means by which responses can be analyzed. We hope that by making
the measures accessible and illustrating their application, the instru-
ment, or parts of it, will be useful to other investigators and that
the measurement approach will be the subject of consideration and
further development.

In pursuit of the methodological purpose, we have described the
measures in the context of a particular study. We have compared
results of the measures in two elementary schools, one of which had
been in the process of implementing a differentiated stalling pro-
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gram for most of a school year and the other of which, substantially
similar to the first, served as a "control." Thus, the second.purpose
of the report has been to draw substantive conclusions regarding the
extent to which the "experimental" school (which we have called
Efstutt) had approached the objectives of a DS program by the end
of the year.

One academic year may seem to be an unusually short period of
time in which to expect major alterations in the instructional organ-
ization of a school, but the study was limited to this time period for
two reasons. One of the reasons ]ay in the intent of the overall
research project of which the collection of questionnaire data was
an intimate part. That project was an exploratory one, directed to
the problem of identifying the most salient factJrs of the implemen-
tation process that hinder or facilitate the installation of .differenti-
ated stalling and similar innovations. Once the salient features were
identified, they could be investigated through more extensive, sys-
tematic studies. A strategic decision had been reached in planning
the overall project to examine the implementation process in its
very earliest stages, on the presumption that the stresses and prob-
lems of change appear then in their most transparent form. We had
reason to believe that the first responses to the problems of impl-!-
mentation significantly shape 'the innovation's subsequent fate. The
project was in no sense to be a summative evaluation of the efforts
of the participating schools to implement DS. Thus, in the context
of the overall research project, there was no necessity to give the
schools a "fair chance to succeed" before administering the ques-
tionnaires.

A second consideration, which became more apparent as the hives.
tigation proceeded, was that the parties responsible for implemen-
tation, themselves, held a short time perspective on the change
process. The initial plans for the Overland district's DS project
were relatively silent on events beyond the opening of the school
year; they contained few provisions for helping school staffs trans-
late structural alterations into appropriate performance, almost as
though complex changes in role behavior and role relationships were
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exNeted to occur automatically and instantaneously.* Moreover,
projct administrators, as well as other local participants and outsifle
evaluators, were making judgments about the schools' "progress".
well before the first year was over. And, as it turned out (for reasons
too various to summarize here), two of the three schools in Over-
land',, DS project discontinued their participation in the project at
the year's endincluding Efstutt. Thus, Efstutt's "fair chance"
at implementing DS was determined by circumstances in the study
setting, not by an arbitrary decision of the research staff.

We must emphasize a limitation of the substantive conclusions in
the present report before proceeding to summarize them. As the
foregoing discussion suggests, our principal intent in administering
questionnaires in the Efstutt school (and Overland's other two DS
schools) was to supply systematic data to supplement the information
that was being obtained by intensive case-study methods. We did not
initially intend the questionnaire results to stand alone. Had we so
planned, the design of the study would have been different, using a
substantially larger number of crises and collecting data before the
onset of implementation and again at the end of the year. As the
situation stands, the present report offers relatively little in the way
of diagnosis or explanation, concentrating instead on comparative
descriptions at a single point in time. The perilousness of basing
comparisons on two cases, each with its own unique characteristics
and idiosyncrasies, should be obvious.

COMPARISONS OF THE SCHOOLSA SUMMARY

At the beginning of the school year in September 1970, a number
of structural conditions were instituted in Efstutt school in connec-
tion with the plans for implementing a DS programconditions
that made Efstutt's instructional organization depart significantly,
in a formal sense, from the organization in the otherwise similar
comparison school, Gordon. The most important of the conditions
were: .

*W. W. Charters, Jr., and Roland J. Pellegrin, "Barriers to the Innovation
Process: Four Case Studies of Differentiated Staffing," Educational Administra-
tion Quarterly, 1972, 9, 3-14.
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1. The employment of a large number of teacher aides and their
assignment to work with teachers in the instructional domain.

2. The presence of a smaller number of certified classroom teachers
than was warranted by the district-wide staff assignment
formula.
The formal designation of three instructional teams and four
curriculum teams and the assignment of staff members to each.

4. The appointment of teacher-leaders of the seven teams, with
contractual provisions for salary differentials.

5. The appointment of a person (from outside the school district)
td fill a new, high-level position of instructional coordinator.

In addition, the Efstutt staff had prepared job descriptions for all of
the school's positions in the previous spring, and these "took effect"
in September. There were some other new conditions that held
minor consequences for the organization of instruction (the employ-
ment of an additional, half-time music teacher, the creation of a
distinction between "associate instructor" and "instructor") and a
few that merely established a parity between the Efstutt and Gordon
programs (the appointment of a reading specialist).

TEACHER ATTRIBUTES

The first set of findings we reported focused on the instructional
goals and objectives held by staff members and on their orientations
to "professional" and "employee" definitions of the teacher's role.
The measures showed that Efstutt and Gordon teachers did not differ
notably in the instructional objectives they regarded as important,
in the barriers they saw to the achievement of their objectives, nor
in the strength of their orientations to the professional and employee
roles. Further analyses in Efstutt indicated that teacher agreement
on instructional goals was not universally high among teachers
assigned to instructional teams and that persons appointed to team
leader positions were not distinctively different in their orientations
to the teacher's role from rank-and-file staff members.

Teaching behavior. The role performance of teachers, as mea-
sured by the checklist of teacher activities, had the same general
configuration in the two schools, although some specific differences
could be observed. The presence of paraprofessionals apparently
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had relieved the Efstutt faculty of some of its clerical burden. but the
teachers secured to be devoting more energy than Gordon teachers
to monitoring pupils and to handling problems of student decorum.
The proportionally greater number of adults in Efstutt's classrooms

-!Roth aides and student teachershad the effect of deflecting a
consi&wable amount of teacher time to the tasks of-scheduling and
supervising their work. Efstutt teachers, too, were deeply enmeshed
ii. oCier instructional management activities, such as grouping stu
der arranging schedules, and apportioning instructional Space.
Lei. -lers of Efstutt's instructional teams, interestingly enough. were
iio more heavily implicated in such activities than regular staff
members. Far greater time and energy of Efstutt teachers was given
over to attendance at meetings than of Gordon teachers. Whether for
these or other reasons, Efstutt teachers appareml w,ere able to
devote less time than the Gordon faculty to teachin etivities indica-
tive of individualization of instruction.

Instructional relationships. Insofar as the division of instructional
labor Is concerned, the two schools were almost identical. Each
classroom- teacher continued to he responsible for math, science,
language arts, and social studies, while subject -a' teachers taught
music and physical education independently of the classroom teach-
ers. After the non-certificated art instructor left in the middle of the
year, classroom teachers resumed responsibility for art instruction
as well. There was little evidence of an informal division of labor
among Efstutt teachers along subject-matter lines; indeed, less so
than in Gordon. Thus, the crossgraded instructional teams had not
replaced the individual classroom as the functioning instructional
unit. (Nor was there indication that membership on curriculum
teams had affected teaching activities.)

Our rrif asures of task interdependence demonstrated that few
Efstutt teachers regarded their instructional work as intimately con-
nected with the work of other grade-level or subject-area teachers,
the support specialists (the counselor, the IMC director, the reading
specialist), the instructional coordinator, or the principal. The
measures of task-related communication reinforced these observa-
tions. While virtually all faculty members in,loth schools were
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locked into a vigorous system of communication about affairs unre-
lated to school. discussions about school problems and, especially,
about day-to-day instruc!.ional work were relatively infrequent
among classroom teachers or between them and the principal. What
differences there were between the schools in the nature of these
communication flows seemed to be aproduct of the events, disrup-
tions, and school-wide problems accompanying Efstutt's participa-
tion in a major experimental project. In any event, in regard to the
instructional relations of Efstutt teachers to other members of the
professional staff, each teacher continued to perform his classroom
work as an independent agent.

In one significant respect, however, instructional relationships in
Efstutt differed profoundly front those in Gordona difference due
to the presence of paraprofessionals. Each Efstutt teacher had "his"
teacher aiue in the classroom for part of the day, and an array of
essentially one-to-one task interdependencies emerged in the school.
Teachers and their aides talked constantly about the instructional
activities in which they were mutually engaged, giving rise to a vol-
ume of task-related communication unlike anything in Gordon
school.

Decision making. The amount of freedom teachers felt they had
in making independent decisions about their own classroom in-
structional activities barely differed between the Efstutt and Gordon
schools (it was high in both cases). There was no indication that
responsibility for instructional decisions had shifted to colleague
groups in Efstutt as one might expect under the team teaching pro-
visions of a DS program; only in a few areas of instructional choice
did Efstutt teachers, more often than Gordon teachers, report "close
colleagues" as an important limitation on their freedom. The most
often-noted constraints on classroom decisions in both schools were
impersonal in origin (limitations of time, space, resources, sched-
ules) rather than constraints of district policy or those imposed by
administrative or supervisory personnel. On this matter, however,
there were small but consistent differences between the schools:
Efstutt teachers more regularly reported the impersonal types of
constraint as limiting them than did their counterparts in Gordon.
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With respect to decision processes apart from the realm of direct
instruction, Efstutt teachers, like Gordon teachers, were little in-
volved in evaluating the work performance of their peers, either
formally or informally. Staff evaluation still remained the bailiwick
of the principal.

Our measures of the distributions of influence and of personal
esteem in regard to issues of general school concern showed the
Efstutt and Gordon schools to be similar in certain respects and
dissimilar in ()tilers. An outstanding point of similarity was the
principal's dominance of the influence structure. The dissimilarities,
for the most part, were not strong and not readily attributable to
the DS program. There was evidence of a greater dispersion of influ-
ence and esteem across the teaching faculty in the Efstutt school,
but it was not due to the emergence of a second echelon of influence
among team leaders; they were no more influential and no more
esteemed, on the whole, than rank-and-file staff members. Why the
greater dispersions existed was left unresolved. One feature of DS
implementation, however, hP.d a decided impact in Efstutt. The
structural change creating the position of instructional coordinator
introduced a new element in the schoola person whose influence
in school-wide issues was second only to the principal. While the
instructional coordinator may not have figured prominently in the
work system of classroom instruction, he did in the school's authority
system.

The measure of DS meanings. One measure in the questionnaire,
on which we did not comment in the body of the report, was designed
to serve a particular purpose of the intensive case study. The key
feature of it was a free-response question asking teachers to describe
the meanings they attached to the term, "differentiated staffing."
The research staff expected to use responses to measure the clarity
of teachers' understandings of the innovation they were engaged in
implementing and, especially, the extent to which they interpreted
the innovation as requiring new role behavior and working relation-
ships of them. Unfortunately, the question wording contained flaws
that introduced certain ambiguities in the responses and prevented
them from being used for their intended purpose. A related question,
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a self-rating of staff clarity regarding the concept, did provide use-
able responses. Further details on this section of the questionnaire
are presented in Appendix C.

AN INTERPRETIVE COMMENTARY

The detailed findings we have just reviewed point toward two
general inferences about the innovation process. First, the clearest
differences between the Efstutt and Gordon schools were associated
with structural changes that introduced new personnel into Efstutt
the instructional coordinator and, especially, the classroom para-
professionals. As we suggest in Chapter I, some structural changes
are almost inescapable in their impact on the school and its work
system, if for no other reason than their alteration of the immediate
circumstances in which work is performed. This was certainly the
case with the paraprofessionals. In the case of the instructional
coordinator, however, the impact was not on the instructional work
system but on the school's authority system, perhaps by virtue of a
tendency in the staff to assimilate that role to the more familiar one
of vice-principal. In any event, the question of the particular impact
of such impelling structural changes is an open one. Undoubtedly,
the consequences are several, and not necessarily all congruent with
the effects initially intended.*

Other structural changes, though, have little compelling impact
of their own, one way or another. The most obvious cases in point in
Efstutt were the instructional teams and the team-leader positions.
A simple decree that three instructional teams henceforth were in
existence and that such-and-such teachers ..iere to be members did not
assure that behavioral alterations wcr :d occur in instructional or-
ganization. The creation and appointment of teachers to the position
of team leader, accompanied by written job descriptions and even by
additional salary, did not automatically certiiy that appointees

* Whether or not, in Efstutt's situation, the paraprofessionals and the instruc-
tional coordinator contributed to the school's operations in the ways that had been
envisaged for them requires more detailed information than the questionnaire
data offer. For a direct analysis of the point, see Jones, Elementary School Under
Planned Change.
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would assume the particular role in instructional leadership antici-
pated for them. It appears that the conversion of such structural
changes to behavioral reality requires the investment of extensive
supporting resources.

The summarized findings point to a second observation about the
innovation process, one to which we have alluded from time to time
throughout the report. It concerns what might he called the disrvp-
lion (leas of planned change.

Major implementation projects are normally accompanied by
circumstances that divert teacher attention away from the duties
they regard as their foremost responsibility. The diversionary cir-
cumstances and events are of many varieties. Some, of course., are
deliberately planned components of the change projectostensibly
designed to aid staff members in learning new techniques and
changing their patterns of performance (workshops, outside speak-
ers, visits to exemplary schools, in-service courses). Other circum-
stances are the products of inescapable structural alterations, such
as those mentioned above, that confront teachers with new relation-
ships to work out, new tasks to pursue, and new problems to resolve.
Additionally, there are numerous demands on school staffs that
seem to be bound inimically to any widely-publicized, externally-
financed educational experiment (visiting educators, outside evalu-
ators, questionnaires, report forms), and if classroom teachers are
expected to participate centrally in planning and directing the
change project, as they often are, the time demands multiply enor-
mously (planning meetings, crisis meetings, staff presentations,
last-minute reports). And problems bring problems. Implementing
a major change can hardly be expected to proceed like clockwork,
so that teachers typically are confronted with signal changes, irregu-
larities in schedules, and periods of uncertaintyconditions which
sometimes are sufficiently disturbing to pupils to eventuate in prob-
lems of classroom control.*

All of these circumstances compete for teacher time and attention

*The Efstutt case-study materials underscore the importance of this point.
Disciplinary problems became the dominating concern of the staff during the
implementation year. Jones, ibid.
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and, in a real sense, constitute hidden costs of change. The detailed
comparisons between Efstutt and Gordon recorded instances, time
and again, of energy diversion among Efstutt teachersheavy
meeting attendance, attention to problems of pupil decorum, work
in supervising teacher aides, concerti with coordinating the instruc-
tional program, amount of4iscussion devoted to gripes and concer!.,
about work, constraints on teaching of time, space, and sche,Ilding,
and so on. These are costs to instruction, per se. In- OU7 view, it is
unreasonable for educators-to expect to see gains it pupil achieve-
ment at the end of one or two years of implement: ,ion and, indeed, to
judge an innovation as a "failure" when the gains are not forth-
coming.Energy diversions entail personal costs to teachers; too. If
the costs run too high, teachers can be counted on to forego change
in order to concentrate their energies on carrying out, in the familiar
manner, the instructional tasks for which they hold themselves re-
sponsible. When excessive, the costs of change carry the imminent
threat of staff disaffection with the innovation.

While the hidden costs often are unacknowledged, or overlooked,
by those who plan educational innovations, it is difficult to see how
meaningful change can take place without incurring many of them.
They should be recognized in advance, so that false expectations of
success are not entertained and provisions can be.thade during the
implementation phase for minimizing or absorbing them.



APPENDIX A

Professional and Employee

Role Orientation. Scales

CASEA's measure of orientations to the professional and employee roles
of the teacher was based directly on the prior conceptual and methodo-

logical work of Ronald Corwin.* Our principal task was to abbreviate his
scales. Here we will describe Corwin's conceptualization of the dimension and
certain of his considerations in operationalizing it, and we will report the
results of our own methodological analyses.

THE ROLE ORIENTATIONS

Corwin addressed himself to a problem of general theoretical interest
among sociologists: the conditions that arise from the intersection of two
distinct bases of authority when professional personnel go to work in a
bureaucratic setting. Specifically, Corwin regarded a professional definition
and an employee definition of the teacher's role as alternative and funda-
mentally conflicting modes of relating teachers to the public school.

On the one hand, the teacher may be expected to fit into an organizational
scheme in which (1) work is highly standardized, governed by rules, and
routinized with regard to the treatment of students and their Problems;
(2) decisions are made centrally and teachers are expected to comply; (3)
teachers' prime responsibilities are to the administration and the employing
organization, including the local community; and (4) teacher performance

* Ronald G. Corwin, The Development of an Instrument for Examining Staff
Conflicts in the Public Schools, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education, Cooperative Research Project No. 1934, 1963.
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is evaluated primarily in terms of efficiency and technique. The teacher in
this scheme is regarded as a responsible, salaried employee of the school
district, and to the extent that a person defines the teacher role in these terms,
he is said to have an employee orientation to the teacher role.

On the other hand, the organizational plan into which a teacher fits may
involve little in the way of standardization, stressing instead (1) the
uniqueness of both student problems and teacher competencies; (2) decen-
tralized decision making and heavy teacher participation in policy formula-
tion; (3) primary loyalty of teachers to their professional colleagues and
students rather than to the administration; and (4) teacher evaluation
principally in terms of mastery of theoretical knowledge and their compe-
tence in aiding students. Generally, the base of authority governing the
teacher's work lies in the profession and is internalized in the course of
training; his authority is not a reflection of the bureaucratic system of his
employing organization. Corwin referred to a person as having a profes-
sional orientation in the degree that he defines the teacher's role in these
terms.

In his initial efforts toward operationalization, Cur treated the two
kinds of role definition as ideal types, each inherently complex and multi-
dimensional. Although it would seem logical to do so, he did not pose them
as polar opposites. He outlined the main sub-dimensions of each type and
constructed questionnaire items to sample them. Sub-dimensions of profes-
sional orientation included:

Orientation to students,
Orientation to the profession and professional colleagues,
Belief that competence is based on knowledge,
Belief that teachers should have decision-making authority.

Subdimensions of employee orientation ere:

Loyalty to the administration,
Loyalty to the organization,
Belief that teaching competence is based on experience and a view that

personnel can be treated interchangeably,
Endorsement of standardization,
Emphasis on rules and procedures,
Loyaltylifthe public.

Corwin produced two separate Likert-type scales to measure tht; strength
of the role orientations. After an item :analysis procedure, his professional
orientation scale included 16 items, the employee orientation scale 29 items.

Inasmuch as Corwin found a zero correlation (-1-.07) between the two
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scales in his initial study, based on 286 secondary teachers in Ohio, he
retained them as separate measures. Thus, a teacher could be strongly
oriented to the employee role and not to the professional role, to the
professional rote but not to the employee role, to both, or to neither. In a
subsequent study of 1500 Midwestern high school teachers, however. Corwin
found a stronger, negative correlation (.57) between the two scales.* We
will report our own findings in relation to this shortly.

ABBREVIATION OF TILE SCALES

In an effort to shorten Corwin's scales, the CASEA staff selected one or
two items frcm each of the subdimensions noted above, relying in part on
the scale value difiercrice ratios Corwin had provided in his technical report.
Also, we chose items so as to minimize redundancy in item content. We
ended With the 12 items reproduced in Table A-1.

The 12 items were included in the questionnaire administered to approx-
imately 100 teachers in the Efstutt and Gordon elementary schools, a junior
Mull school, and a senior high school. All items then were intereorrelated
to determine their coherence within each scale and the distinctiveness of
items between the two scales. The intereorrelation matrix is reproduced in
Table A.2, showing only the statistically significant values (p.<.05) to
facilitate inspection.

Examination of the intercorrelations reveals several facts. First, two of
the items of the professional orientation scale were not significantly corre-
lated with the other four items of that scale. Indeed, they were positively
correlated with certain items of the employee orientation scale. This obser-
vation led us to delete those two items, 1 and 11, from the final sc ring of the
professional scale.

Second, once these two Hems are removed, the intcrcorrelations demon-
strate generally positive relationships between items of the same scale,
although they are not strong (the highest value is .51) . Coherence is clearest
in the case of the employee orientation scale.

Third, the correlations of items across scales are either zero or modestly
negative (disregarding Items 1 and 11), suggesting a degree of distinctive-
ness of the two scales. The magnitudes of the negative crossscale correla-
tions, which generally are on the same order as the withinse-le correlations,
point to the possibility that the two scales can be conceived as measuring
opposite ends of the same continuum.

* 1Gid., p. 128.
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TABLE A-1

PROFESSIONAL AND EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION ITEMS
SELECTED rnom CORWIN'S SCALES

Professional Role Orientation Employee Role Orientation

*1. A teacher should be an active 2. A good teacher is one who con-
member of at least one profes. forms, in general, to accepted
sional teaching association and standards in the community.
attend most conferences and
meetings of the association.

3. It should be permissable for the 4. In case of a dispute in the corn-
teacher to violate a school rule m nity over whether a contro-
if he is sure that the best ii versia - textbook or speaker
terests of the students will be should be permitted in the
served in doing so. school, teachers should look

5. The ultimate authority over the
major educational decisions
should he exercised by profes.
sional teachers.

7. Teachers should try to live up
to what they think are the stan-
dards of their 1,:ofession even if
the administration or the com-
munity does not seem to respect
thcm.

9. A teacher should try to put his
siandards and ideals of good
teaching into practice even if
the rules and procedures of the
school prohibit it.

*11. Teachers should be evaluated
primarily on the basis of their
knowledge of the subject that
they teach and on the basis of
their ability to communicate it.

* Not included in final scoring

primarily, to the judgment of
the administration for guid-
ance.

6. The school should have a man-
ual of rules and regulations
which are to be followed seri-
ously.

8. Teachers teaching the same
subject throughout the system
should follow the same kind of
lesson plan.

10. Teachers should adjust their
teaching to the administra-
tion's view of good educational
practice.

12. In case of doubt about whether
a particular practice is better
than another, the, primary test
should be what seems best for
the overall reputation of the
school.
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TABLE A-2

INTERCORRELATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION

AND EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION ITEMS*

Professional Orientation Employee Orientation

1 3 5- 7 9 11 2 4 6 8 10

5 .23

7 i .23
9 .40 .23

11

2 -.25 -
4 -.19 -.29 .27 -
6 -.25 -.27 .24 .34 -
8 -.22 .21 .24 .25 .25 -

10 .23 .41 .51 .34 .35

12 -.26 .23 .23 .45 .34 .32 .40

* N's range from 101 to 108. Only correlations significant beyond the.05 level
are tabled.

To examine the latter possibility, total scores were obtained for res-
pondents over th 4-item professional orientation measure and the 6item
employee orientat.on measure and correlation coefficients were computed.
As reported in the text, the overall correlation was -.34. Interestingly, the
value of the coefficients differed for staff members at different teaching
levels.

Teaching Level r (N)
High school -.57 (34)
Junior high school -.35 (21)
Efstutt elementary school -.17 (15)
Gordon elementary school -.12 (17)

All teachers -.34 (87)

The value of -.57 for the high school teachers corresponds exactly to that
obtained by Corwin for his large sample of secondary teachers in the Mid-
west. As our data demonstrate, the correlations were lower in the junior
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high school and even lower in the two elementary schools. While the number
of cases is undependably small, these results point to the possibility that
conceptions of the teacher's role are differently organized at the elementary
and secondary levels, that secondary teachers regard the two role orienta-
tions as mutually exclusive, whereas elementary teachers do not. This possi-
bility bears further investigation.

In light of the equivocality of the relationship between the scales, we
have followed Corwin's p- ecedent and have analyzed and reported scores
for the professional and ei .ployee orientations separately.



APPENDIX B

Measure of

Instructional Decisions

The decision - masking processes and related phenomena in complex organi-
zations, such as individual autonomy, participation in decisions, amount

of influence, and the like, present formidable problems of conceptualization
as well as empirical measurement and description. The measurement of
instruction-related decisions developed by the CASEA research staff for the
present project was based on a careful review and analysis of the procedures
used in a number of empirical studies of school decision making, with
special attention to the work of Meyer and Cohen and the set of measurer;
that had been used previously in CASEA's Attributes Project.*

* James A. Belasco, Joseph A. Alutto, and Alan Glassman, "A Case Study of
Community and Teacher Expectations concerning the Authority Structure of
School Systms," Education and Urban Society, 1971, 4, 85 -97; Bryce M. Fogarty
and Russell 1'. Gregg, "Centralization of Decision Making and Selected Char-
acteristics of Superintendents of Schools," Educational Administration Quarterly,
1966, 2, 62-72; William E. Moran, "Measurement of Decentralization in Uni-
versity Organizations," American Educational Research Journal, 1971, 8, 203-
219 ; John Meyer and Elizabeth Cohen, The Impact of the Open-Space School
upon Teacher Influence and Autonomy, Technical Report No. 21, Stanford
Center for Research and Development in Teaching, Stanford University, Stanford,
California, 1971; Henry J. Otto and Donald J. Veldman, "Control Structure in
Public Schools and the Decision and Influence Roles of Elementary School Prin-
cipals and Teachers," Educational Administration Quarterly, 1967, 3, 149-161;
Roland J. Pellegrin, "Professional Satisfaction and Decision-Making in the
Multiunit School," Technical Report No. 7, Center for the Advanced Study of
Educational Administration. University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, May 1970;
C. L. Sharma, "Who Should Make What Decisions?" Administrator's Notebook,
1955, 3 (No. 8). 1.4; John L. Wallet], Charting the Decision Making Structure
of an Organization, Program Report: Improving Teaching Competencies, North-
west Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon, 1970.
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While neither the conceptual nor the operational problerns have been
entirely solved by the research staff, certain distinctions were established
and found helpful in measure development that are worth recording. Here
we can note them only briefly.

1. Instructional vs. instruction-context decisions. The focus of the
measure was on instructional decisionsi.e., the choices made by
individual teachers as they engage in the core activities of the teacher's
instructional role----as distinct from decisions of a more general c-aar-
acter in the school or school district, even though the latter might have
a distinctive bearing on the latitude of choice in the instructional domain
(e.g., a staff policy decision to limit the homework teachers may assign
to pupils) . Another, separate part of the questionnaire was concerned
with staff involvement in school-wide context decisions.

2. Decisions vs. constraints on decision. Closely allied with the fore-
going point was the recognition that instructional decisions (as all
decisions) are necessarily constrained in various waysby hr personal
circumstances, by personal limitations, L y g .verning policies established
elsewhere in the school, and so on. Thus, a teacher might have wide
latitude in his instructional decisions (few constraints), but have little
voice in establishing the few constraints that impinge on him; or,
conversely, his decisions may be highly constrained, by policy
decisions he has helped to formulate.

3. Types of constraint. In order to check Pellegrin's propositions in
the present study, a distinction was drawn between constraints of an
impersonal variety, those established as policy and enforced hierarch-
ically, and those arising among one's colleagues.* (Subdistinctions
were introduced in the policy constraints to reflect the "remoteness"
of their origination from the teacher.) The type of constraint was
presumed to bear on the teacher's psychological sense of freedom, or
atztonon.y.

4. Selecting aspects of instruction for investigation. There are
many aspects of the instructional process in which teaches might
conceivably make choices. A prime consideration in selecting eight
for inclusion in the investigation was their relatively unrestricted
character in the traditional self-contained classroom situation and
susceptibility to restriction under the team teaching situation of
differentiated staffing.

5. Differences in constraints according to aspects of instruction.
It was assumed that the various aspects of the instructional process
would be subject to different types of constraint, arising in different
locales within the school district. Teacher choices regarding pupil
evaluation procedures, for example, may be governed by the existence
of a district-wide testing program, while choices relating to discipline

* See Chapter V.
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practices may be constrained primarily by a principal's expectations in
the local school. Thus, statements about the decision structure cannot
automatically be generalized from one aspect of teaching to other
aspects.

o. Objective description of circumstances vs. subjective responses
to circumstances. A conceptual distinction was maintained between the
objective decision structure of the school and the subjective responses
of teachers to this structure, between objective and subjective "auton-
omy." Operationally, an effort was made to measure independently the
objective constraints on choice (albeit through the reports of teachers)
and the teachers' psychological feelings of freedom.

We should note a further complicating factor in the construction of (no
measurethe fact that it was to be used in the present study in both elemen-
tary and secondary schools. The governance systems of the two levels of
school are sufficiently different that it was difficult to word the questions and
alternatives so they would be applicable in both settings. The compromise
wordings, we believe, bluntL the interpretability of the responses.

How well the measure succeeded in describing the decision structure of
the schools must rest at this point primarily upon the researchers' impres-
sionistic judgments. The assumption of differences in decision structure
among the various aspects of instruction clearly was borne out by the data,
but the wording and listing of "limitations," we believe, require 1.evision
in subsequent instruments. Some were so rarely checked (e.g., "decisions
of a formal committee in the building"), and so difficult to interpret when
they were, that they could well be deleted.

The research staff conducted special analyses of the relationship between
the number anc types of limitations on teaching, 119 reported by teachers,
and the amount of freedom, or autonomy, they believed they had. In order
to overcome the restrictions of the small number of cases, coupled with the
fact that so few of them said they felt anything other than "considerable
freedom" in their teaching, the responses of classroom teachers in the two
secondary schoolsa junior and a senior high schoolthat had been ob-
tained in the same school district at the same time were combined with the
elementary school data.

For the analyses, teachers who said they had "moderate" or "little free-
dom" in each aspect of instruction were grouped together ("non-autonomy")
and contrasted with those who said they had "considerable freedom" in their
choices ("autonomy"). Table B-1 gives the mean number of limitations on
freedom checked for each aspect of instruction by the two groups of teachers.
The comparisons reveal that the teachers who felt less autonomy listed one
and onehalf to two times as many limitations as those who felt autono-
mous. This was consistent across all eight areas of instructional choice. Thus,
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the greater the number of constraints on teachers, the less autonomy they
feel they have.

TABLE 131

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AMOUNT OF TEACHER FREEDOM
IN EIGHT ASPECTS OF TEACHING AND NUMBER OF LIMITATIONS REPORTED

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY TEACHERS

Considerable
Freedom
Mean Number

of

Moderate or
Little Freedom

Mean, Number
of

Aspect o f Teaching Limitations N Limitations N
Teaching materials 1.56 86 3.00 12
Subject emphasis 1.25 68 2.47 30
Pace of teaching 1.12 69 1.86 29
Teaching techniques 1.15 88 1.60 10
Assessing students 1.11 70 2.14 28
Student grouping 1.03 60 1.83 48
Relating to pupils .78 91 1.57 7
Classroom control .98 80 2.28 18

The next table, Table 13-2, provides the means for determining which
particular types of constraint most strongly affected feelings of autonomy.
The table gives the percentage of this the various limitations in the
questionnaire were checked by "autonomous" and "non-autonomous" teach-
ers, for each aspect of instruction.

The outstanding fact in the table is that teachers who felt autonomy were
consistently more inclined than their less autonomous colleagues to identify
impersonal constraintslimitations of time, space, resources, a-id the sche-
dule. Said differently, the impersonal constraints were more strongly associ-
iited, relative to the other constraints, with feelings of autonomy. In all but
two areas, on the other hand, constraints imposed by the principal and
department or grade-level chairmen were associated with "non-autonomous"
feelings. In the two exceptional aspects (subject emphasis and student
grouping), the constraints with "non-autonomy" were district requirements
and practices, supplemented, in the case of student grouping, by constraints
imposed by supervisors from outside the building. In only one instance
(the timing and pacing of instruction) were constrqintq from one's fellow
teachers a factor in reducing autonomy.
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We must hasten to add, however, that our analyses leave open the question
of causalitywhether it was constraining conditions that affected autonomy
or whether feelings of autonomy, however caused, colored the number and
types of constraints teachers reported. To the degree that our operational
measure failed to maintain the distinction between objective reports of
constraints and subjective feelings of autonomy, the latter interpretation of
causality is a plausible one.



APPENDIX C

Measure of Meanings

Attributed to "Differentiated Staffing"

Two questions were included in the instrument to measure the clarity
and specificity with which instructional staff members interpreted the

meaning of "differentiated staffing," one a fixed-re3ponse self-relating ques-
tion of clarity and the other a free-response question asking teachers to
furnish their views of DS in a few brief phrases. The questions read as
follows:

1. "Differentiated staffing," like many current educational innovations,
seems to mean l'fferent things to different people. How clear would
you say your idea i3 of what "differentiated staffing" means, especially
as the term has L :en used in Overland in recent years?

(check one)

Fairly clear idea of what it means
Rough idea of what the term means
Only an extremely vague or hazy idea of what it means
Have never heard of it, or have paid no Attention to it

2. Please describe briefly what "differentiated staffing" mcans to you
as you see it operating in your school. Some key phrases will do.

Table C-1 gives the distribution of responses to the self-rating question on
clarity for the three Overland schools involved in the district's DS project
and. for Gordon Elementary School (where the questions inadvertently had
been included in the questionnaire instrument) and shows, among other
things, that not a single Overland teacher acknowledged that he had never
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TABLE C-1

DISTRIBUTION OF SELF-RATINGS OF THE CLARITY
OF THE TERM "DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING"

FOUR OVERLAND SCHOOLS

High
Junior
High

Clarity School School Efstutt Cordon

Fairly clear 23 22 11 8
Rough idea 7 2 4 9
Extremely vague or hazy 2 3
Never heard or paid no

attention
Not ascertained 1 1

Total 38 24 15 21

heard of, or had paid no attention to, "differentiated staffing." The data also
indicate that about three-quarters of the teachers in Efstutt and the high
school and over 90 percent of the junior high teachers said they had a
"fairly clear idea" of the term's meaning. This contrasts with the Gordon
school, uninvolved in the DS project, where less than half of the teachers
made the same claim. By these responses, then, "differentiated staffing" was
in the common parlance of the Overland district staff, but it was better
understood in the schools where it had been the subject of implementation
efforts.

Scoring the second question, however, presented a problem. The research
staff had planned to code the content of the free responses according to the
extent of behavioral specificity teachers attributed to "differentiated staffing"
i.e., the degree to which teachers interpreted the term as calling for changes
in their own teaching behavior and working relationshipsbut defects in
the question wording made it impossible to obtain unambiguous measures.

The phrase, "as you see it operating in your school," induced a number
of replies to the effect that it was not in operation. While some of these
respondents went on, sometimes vehemently, to express their feelings about
the failure of the DS project, as they saw it, their replies contained no
information regarding the substantive meanings they attached to the
concept. (The phrase, too, rendered the question meaningless to teachers in
the Gordon school.)

The request for a "brief" description and the question's statement, "some
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key phrases will do" (included to encourage response at the end of a long
questionnaire) , further compromised the purpose of the question. The word-
ing virtually assured the use of stereotyped, "party-line" characterizations
rather than behaviorally- specific descriptions, CVCII among teachers who
might have interpreted "differentiated staffing" highly concretely.

For these reasons, responses to the second question were not analyzed
further, at least not for the present report.
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Questionnaire

(Elementary School Form)

Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration
University of Oregon

Eugene, Oregon

The questions that follow are designed to provide supporting information
for the in-depth study of your school that has been conducted this year

by staff members of the Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Ad-
ministration. Questionnaires are being completed by teachers in several
other school settings as well, and for that reason the questions may not be
exactly applicable to your situation.

The questions should be answered only by persons who spend at least
parr of their time in classroom or individual instruction and should be
answered in respect to the teaching part of their work in this school.

We have asked you to give your name only for the purpose of internal
identification in the research. Your name, and names of other teachers,
will be given a code number as the questionnaires are recorded on tabulation
forms, and the original questionnaire will be destroyed. The questionnaire
will be seen only by research personnel of the Center for the Advanced Study
of Educational Administration, who will hold in strictest confidence the
information you have provided.

The questionnaire has been pared to the barest minimum in order to
conserve your time. Each question is important, so please give careful con-
sideration to your answers and fill out the questionnaire completely.

Your cooperation and assistance are much appreciated.

Organizational Studies Project
May 1971
Form S
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PART I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION FORM S

1. Your Name

2. Name of Your School

3. Sex: ( ) Male ( ) Female

4. Experience as an educator (at the end of this school year)

years as a teacher

years as a principal or other building administrator

y ars, other (please specify position

Experience teaching in this school (at the end of this school year)

years in present school

6. Please write below the positiontitle that applies to your employment in
your school. If you have more than one pcsition title, write them all. After
each title, put the approximate percentage of full time that your work
tinder that title requires.

percent

percent

percent

7. If you are a member of an instructional team in this school, please
identify the team below. If you are not a member of an instructional team,
write "not a member."

8. Do you have a teaching assistant, or aide, who works with you?

Yes If yes, how many hours per week?

No

9. Are you supervising any interns or student teachers this term?

Yes

No

If yes, how many 9
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PART II. THE TEACHER'S iNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES FORM S

1. As a teacher you have certain primary instructional objectives or goals
you wish to attain. At the same time, yeu must establish priorities among
these objectives. Listed below are several instructional objectives. Please
read through the entire list, and then check those three objectives to
which you give the highest relative importance, priority, or emphasis in
your own work.

(check three)

Encouraging creativity among students
Maintaining an orderly environment for learning
Enriching the course of study or curriculum for your students
Giving individual attention to _udents
Experimenting with new teaching techniques
Diagnosing learning problems of students
Improving the self-image, or self-worth, of individual students
Coordinating classroom activities with other parts of the school
program
Ensuring that students learn basic skills and subject matter content
Helping individual students solve their personal problems
Developing student ability in analytical reasoning and problem-
solving
Developing the aesthetic potential of students
Helping students develop a good system of values

2. In trying to achieve the three primary objectives you checked above, you
may encounter various factors that impede, constrain, or handicap you.
Several such factors are listed below. Please read through the entire list,
and then check the three most important barriers or constraints you face
in trying to achieve the primary objectives you chose in Question 1.

(check three)

Reactions or expectations of other teachers
Official school district policies and procedures
Reactions or expectations of your principal_ Conflict with ether duties and objectives_ Lack of physical facilities or space

_Reactions or expectations of your students
Difficulty or complexity of the objectives themselves
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Reactions or expectations of parents

Lick of time
Reactions or expectations of central office personnel

Lack of resources

PART III. TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS FORM S

1. In performing your job as a teacher, you may (or may not) rely upon
other persons (besides your students) for assistance or collaboration in
getting your own work duties performed. Please Iist below, by name and
posilion, the persons upon whom you rely most heavily to get your own
work tasks accomplished.

Name Position

2. %\rho are the persons listed above, if any, whose job is so closely related
to yours that you believe the two jobs must be performed collaboratively
in order for either of you to perform his work effectively?

Name

3. Teachers vary in the extent to which they do collaborative work with other
staff members. Please check the item below which best describes your
pattern of working.

Nearly all of my work is done independently.
I work in collaboration with others a small part of the time and
for limited purposes.
I work in collaboration with others a substantial part of the time
and for various purposes.
Nearly all of my work is in collaboration with other staff members.
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PART IV. INVENTORY OF TEACHING TASKS FORM S

Teachers vary in the time and effort they devote to the tasks listed below.
We would like you to assess the time and effort you devote to each task in
your work. Please think of these tasks in terms of what you actually do on
the jobnot in terms of what you or others think you should do if condi.
tions were ideal.

In the space beside the number of each task listed below, please enter
a "0" if the task occupies none, or virtually none, of your time and
effort. (If you enter a "0," this means the task is one you rarely or
never do.)

Enter a "1" if the task is one to which you devote moderate time and
effort. (If you enter a "1," this means that you perform the task but it
is neither a major nor an insignificant part of your work.)

Enter a "2" if it is a task to which you devote a major part of your time
and effort. (If you enter a "2," this means that you regard the task as
a major part or dimension of your work.)

(Please enter a 0, 1, or 2 for each of the following tasks:)

1. Attending school meetings
2. Deciding with other teachers the grade reports students should

receive
3. Giving assistance to individual students on class work
4. Teaching vocational subjects
5. Teaching art
6. Scheduling and coordinating the assignment of aides to teachers

7. Developing expertise in one particular curriculum area

8. Teaching music
9. Working with individual students on their learning problems

10. Planning with several other teachers a. mode of treating the
learning difficulties of particular students

11. Doing bookkeeping chores (checking textbooks, attendance, lunch
money, etc.)

12. Making out daily lesson plans
13. Instructing or working with small groups of students

14. Developing curriculum guides
15. Demonstrating to other teachers instructional techniques with

which you are familiar
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16. Making a study of social relationships among students in the class

17. Typing or duplicating materials to use in class

18. Conferring with other teachers on the use of classroom space

19. Coordinating the instructional program for a team of teachers

20. Teaching science

21. Teaching social living

22. Making out grade reports

. 23. Teaching physical education

24. Becoming an expert in using a particular instructional technique

25. Correcting assignments and written work

26. Acquiring specialized knowledge about learning packages and their
use

27. Keeping records on student progress and grades

28. Preparing and holding lessons for large groups of students (large:
than class size)

29. Counseling students on their personal affairs

30. Working with specialists from outside the school

31. Conducting "housekeeping" choresroom cleaning and straight-
ening, bulletin boards, etc.)

32. Outlining curriculum objectives for a grade or subject area

33. Writing behavioral objectives for individual students

34. Guiding class discussions or recitations

35. Helping decide on appropriate student groupings with other teach-
ers

36. Planning class assignments and projects

37. Gaining technical knowledge about testing and evaluation proce-
dures

38. Developing a strategy with other teachers for handling particular
discipline cases

39. Assigning duties to teacher aides or assistants

40. Establishing classroom standards or rules

41. Working with others to select instructional materials for a class
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42. Gt. iding small groups of students on their own special projects

43. Teaching arithmetic

44. Supervising the work of interns or student teachers

45. Teaching language arts

46. Locating and assembling instrictiorn0 material for class use

47. Inventing new ways to evaluate achievement of class objectives

48. Holding parent conferences

49. Taping or otherwise recording lessons or demonstrations

50. Handling discipline and behavior problems

51. Doin-; diagnostic work on the learning difficulties of individual._

52. Locatit.7, community resource people to work with students

53. Determining, with other teachers who will handle which lessons
for a class

54. Monitoring hallways, playground, or lunch rooms

55. Conferring with the principal

56. Helping students plan their own studies and projects

57. Presenting lc,ssons and demonstrations

58. Plnnoing the seginf.nce of topics to be covered during the term

59. Holding special remedial sessions with students

60.. Conducting case studies of students with behavior or lean-Ling
problms- 61. Systematically studying others' teaching behavior

a. Handling administrative tasks for a group of teachers

63. Assembling a file of curriculum materials for a course of study

64. Administering teacher-made or standardized tests

- 65. Working out daily or weekly class schedules with other teachers

66. Making up tests and exercises for the class- 67. Advising fellow teachers on curriculum matters
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PART V. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES FORM S

1. My instructional activities are supervised and/or evaluated by:

(check one or more)

Other individual teachers
A group of other teachers ("peer evaluation")
The principal or other administrators
Instructional supervisor
No one

2. In general, my instructional activities are supervised and/or evaluated
by others:

(check one)

Very often
Fairly often
Fairly infrequently
Rarely
Never

3. In general, my instructional activities are supervised and/or evaluated:

(check one)

Vcry closely
Fairly closely
Fairly loosely
Very loosely
Not at all

4. My instructional activities are supervised and/or evaluated by:

(check one or more)

Systematic procedures involving direct evidence of my instructional
competency, including observation of my leaching

Indirect procedures (examples: assessment of pupil achievement
records, assessment of maintenance of approved classroom "appear-
ance," assessment of discipline, parental complaints)

Informal discussion and advice from others

No definite procedure for supervision and/or evaluation.
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5. My instructional activities are supervised and/or evaluated in order to :

(check one or more)

Assess my performance for the purpose cf tenure and salary
increases

Assess the quality of my instruction

Assess my adherence to policies and procedures

_ Assess my control over pupils

_ Assess my adaptability to innovation

PART VI. INTERACTION AND COMMUNICATION FORM S

1. Ho, often do you receive reactions or advice from other teachers about
your personal:

Very of ten Fairly in- Rarely
(daily or Fairly frequently (bimonthly
several of ten (biweekly or each

days a week) (weekly) or monthly) semester) Never

Curriculum
planning

Grading practice,.

Teaching of
specific lessons
or classes

Student control
and discipline
practices

Manner of
working with
individual
students
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2. How often do you talk with other teachers abort:
Very often
(daily or Fairly
several often

days a week) (weekl!)
General
curriculum plans
for the class

Fairly in- Rarely
frequently (bimonthly
( biweekly or each

or monthly) semester) Never

The schedule of
teaching activities

St- Jdent reactions
to a specific lesson

Getting teaching
resources or
supplies

Learning needs of
a particular
student

Personal gripes or
concerns about
work

Matters unrelated
to school
and teaching

3. How often do you talk with teaching assistants about:

Very often Fairly in- Rarely
(daily or Fairly frequently (bimonthly
several often (biweekly or each

days a week) (weekly) or monthly) semester) Never

General
curriculum plans
for the class

The schedule of
teaching activities

Student reactions
to a specific lesson
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Getting teaching
resources or
supplies

Learning needs
of a particular
student

Personal gripes
or concerns
about work

Matters unrelated
to school
and teaching

4. How often do you talk with your principal about:

Very often Fairly in- Rarely
(daily or Fairly frequently (bimonthly
several oft0n. (biweekly or each

days a week) (weekly) or monthly) semester) Never
General
curriculum plans
for the class

The schedule of
teaching activities

Student reactions
to a specific lesson

Getting teaching
resources or
supplies

Learning needs
of a particular
student

Personal gripes
or concerns
about work

Matters unrelated
to school
and teaching
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PART VII. INSTRUCTIONAL DECISIONS FORM S

Please describe how much freedom of choice you have and the types of
limitation that exist on aspects of your own day-to-day teaching. Eight
aspects of teaching are listed. With respect to each:

On the left, indicate the amount of freedom of choice you have in your
own daily teaching. Check only one for each aspect.
On the right, indicate which one or ones, if any, of the alternatives you
regard as an important limitation on your freedom. Check all that you
consider important limitations.

A. Selecting and using supplementary instructional materials

(check one)

_ Considerable freedom

Moderate freedom

Little freedom

(check all important limitations)_ Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district_Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors_ Advice of specialists or consul.
tants in the building
Advice of princic al, department
or grade chairman_ Decisions of formal committee
in the building_ Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely_ Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule

B. The subject content to emphasize with students

(check one) (check all important limitations)

_ Considerable freedom_Moderate freedom_ Little freedom

_ Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district_ Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors_ Advice of specialists or consul-
tants in the building_ Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman_ Decisions of formal committee
in the building
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_ Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely

__ Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule

C. The timing and pacing of your instruction

(check one)

Considerable freedom_Moderate freedom

Little freedom

(check all important limitations)_ Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district
Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors_ Advice of specialists or consul-
tants in the building_ Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman
Decisions of formal committee
in the building
Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely
Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule

D. Your methods and techniques of teaching

(check one)

Considerable freedom_ Moderate freedom

Little freedom

(check all important limitations)_ Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district

__ Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors
Advice of specialists or consul-
tants in the building_ Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman

______ Decisions of formal committee
in the building

_ Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely_ Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule
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E. Your means of assessing students' performance

(check one)

Considerable freedom_Moderate freedom

Little freedom

(check all important limitations)

_ Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district

Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors_Advice of specialists or consul-
tants in the building

Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman

Decisions of formal committee
in the building_ Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely

Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule

F. The procedure for grouping students for teaching

(check one)

Considerable freedom

Moderate freedom

_ Little freedom

(check all important limitations)_ Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district

Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors

Ad,-1-e of specialists or consul-
tants in the building

Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman_Decisions of formal committee
in the building_Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely_ Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule



G. Your style of relating to students

(check one)_ Considerable freedom_ Moderate freedom

Little freedom
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(check all important limitations)

Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district_ Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors

Advice of specialists or consul-
tants in the building

_ Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman

_ Decisions of formal committee
in the building

Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely_ Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule

H. Methods of establishing and main

(check one)

Considerable freedom

_ Moderate freedom

Little freedom

taining classroom control

(check all important limitations)

Requirements, guidelines, or
standard practices of the district

_ Advice of central office consul-
tants, supervisors

Advice of specialists or consul-
tants in the building

_ Advice of principal, department
or grade chairman

_ Decisions of formal committee
in the building

Decisions of colleagues with
whom you work closely_ Limits of time, space, resources,
or the schedule
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PART VIII. DECISION MAKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING FORM S

1. If you v:anted to receive approval from the faculty of your school for an
idea or plan you were proposing, it would sometimes be helpful to enlist
the support of certain other individuals. Please list below, by name and
position, the individuals whose support for your idea or plan would he
most crucial in getting it approved.

Name Position

2. In a school faculty, some individuals usually make suggestions for the
solution of problems that are more useful and reasonable (and are more
highly regarded) than are the suggestions made by other persons. Please
list below, by name and position, those individuals in your school whose
suggestions you would expect to be most useful in solving school problems.

Name Position

PART IX. VIEW OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING FORM S

1. "Differentiated staffing," like many current educational innovations,
seems to mean different things to different people. How clear would you
say your idea is of what "differentiated staffing" mean:, especially as
the term has been used in Overland in recent years?

(checi,: one)_ Fairly clear idea of what it means
Rough idea of what the term means
Only an extremely vague or hazy idea of what it means
Have never heard of it, or have paid no attention to it

2. Please describe briefly what differentiated staffing" means to you as you
see it operating in your school. Some key phrases will do.
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PART X. TEACHER OPINIONS FORM S

In this section we would like to get your opinion on a number of matters
regarding teaching and We teacher's role. Please check the alternative on
the right that best describes the extent of your agreement or disagreement
with each of the following statements.

Symbols: SA = Strongly agree
A = Agree

MA = Al oderately agree
MD = Moderately disagree

D = Disagree
SD = Strongly disagree

J. A teacher should be an active
member of at least one profes-
sional teaching association and
attend most conferences and
meetings of he association.

2. A good teacher is one who con-
forms, in general, to accepted
standards in he community.

3. It should be permissable for the
teacher to violate a school rule if
he is sure that the best interests
of the students will be served in
doing so.

4. In case of a dispute in the com-
munity over whether a contro-
versial textbook or speaker
should be permitted in the
school, teachers should look pri-
marily to the judgment of the
administration for guidance.

5. The ultimate authority over the
major educational decisions
should be exercise by profes-
sional teachers.

SA A MA MD D SD
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6. The school should have a man-
ual of rules and regulations
which are to be followed seri-
ously.

7. Teachers should try to live up to
what they think are the standards
of their profession even if the
administration or the community
does not seem to respect them.

8. Teachers teaching the same sub-
ject throughout the system
should follow the same kind of
lesson plan.

9. A teacher should try to put his
standards and ideals of good
teaching into practice even if the
rules and procedures of the
school prohibit it.

10. Teachers should adjust their
teaching to the administration's
views of good educational prac-
tice.

11. Teachers should be evaluated
primarily on the basis of their
knowledge of the subject that
they teach and on the basis of
their ability to communicate it.

12. In case of doubt about whether
a particular practice is better
than another, the primary test
should be what seems best for the
overall reputation of the school.

SA A MA MD D SD

Thank you again for your cooperation.


